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Subproject A1
Data Mining for Ubiquitous System Software

Katharina Morik    Jian Jia Chen
With increasing volumes in data and more sophisticated machine learning algorithms, the demand for fast and energy efficient computation systems is also growing. To meet this demand, two approaches are possible: First, machine learning algorithms can be tailored specifically for the hardware at hand. Second, instead of changing the algorithm we can change the hardware to suit the machine learning algorithms better. This report briefly discusses my last years’ work which focused largely on the first approach and quickly outlines some ideas for future research.

1 Introduction

To make machine learning universally applicable, we need to bring its algorithms to small and embedded devices including both - the training and the application of models. From a computer architectural point of view, we may optimize these two aspects separately. In model application we rapidly apply an already trained model for predictions and thus focus on the optimization of inference. In model training however, we would like to train models on small devices directly, so that these devices dynamically adjust their prediction rules for new data.
2 Machine learning for Embedded Devices

In the previous year I continued my study of decision tree (DT) ensembles and found, that DT ensembles are memory hungry in practical applications due to the amount and size of DTs required for satisfactory performance. Thus, I explored various ways to reduce amount of memory required by an ensemble of DTs. I noticed that Deep learning methods also suffer from this problem and thus tried to adopt various techniques from the Deep Learning (DL) community for DT ensembles.

Arguably the simplest method to reduce memory requirements is to reduce the number if bits required to store a single model’s parameter, e.g. by using Fixed-Point arithmetics. Various approaches have been proposed in the DL community ranging from fixed weight quantization to weight clustering. DTs do not use weights, but axis-aligned splits on features which makes clustering not directly applicable. I explored clustering of trees by introducing different distances measure for trees based on their output distribution. This way, I was able to assign trees to clusters and use cluster centers as a representative for the ensemble. This approach considerably reduces the amount of memory required by the final ensemble with only marginally impact on the classification performance. Unfortunately, the process seems to be somewhat unstable. Most of the time, it is equally good (or sometimes even better) to randomly sample a small set of trees without prior clustering. I suspect, that clustering inherently assumes some continuity in the distances of data points, which does not hold for trees since their predictions can vary a lot. I hypothesize that sampling those trees from the original ensemble which are closest to the predictions of the original ensemble should work well and was able to verify this hypothesis in some preliminary experiments. I continued my efforts to bring pre-trained ML models to embedded devices by the means of code generation. Previously we have been focusing on code generation for DT ensembles [2] which was expanded to Deep Learning methods as well. I specifically implemented the training of Binarised Neural Networks following [3], which only use constraint weights from \{-1, +1\}. These types of networks are ideal candidates for the fast execution on small devices, as these networks can be implemented only using XOR, summation and popcount operations. Together with various students we expanded the previously written code generator to include Neural Networks and specifically BNNs. We intend to use this generator for the upcoming summerschool in 2020, as well as various publications. Moreover, we aim to expand the code generator by adding FPGAs a potential computation backend. Due to our ongoing discussions in the A1 project we noticed that BNNs might be ideal candidates for non-volatile memory (NVM). NVM have the intersting property, that the probability of random bit-flips is proportional to the energy spend for write operations. We found, that BNNs are ideal in this situation as they can be trained to include redundancies which makes them more resilient towards random bit-flips. We are currently working on a publication in A1.
3 Machine learning on Embedded Devices

Going from model application to model training, I focused small devices and especially smart sensors. A smart sensor produces vast amounts of data but only has limited memory, processing and communication capabilities. Thus, I decided to investigate data aggregation techniques on data streams. More specifically, I looked into data summarization by the means of submodular function maximization. A submodular function is a set function $f: 2^V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+$ which incorporates a notion of diminishing returns: Adding a new element to a smaller set will increase the utility value of the set more than adding the same element to a larger set. This intuitively captures one aspect of data summarization in which adding new elements to a summary always make it more informative, but less so with each new item. In general, set maximization is NP-hard, which makes sub-set selection a very challenging problem. However, for submodular functions a simple greedy algorithm which always selects that element which maximizes the current function value the most achieves a $1 - 1/e$ approximation guarantee in linear run time [4]. This algorithm assumes, that the data is already stored which is infeasible for small devices. The SieveStreaming algorithm is a streaming version which “sieves-out” un-informative items on-the-fly by maintaining a set of different novelty thresholds [1]. For each threshold a summary is extracted, in which each item exceeds the chosen threshold. Since the optimal threshold is not known beforehand, the authors propose to carefully “sample” different thresholds and show that their approach maintains a $1/2 - \varepsilon$ approximation where $\varepsilon$ controls the total amount of sieves. During experiments with this algorithm I noticed, that the amount of sieves (and therefore summaries) continuously maintained by the algorithm quickly grows even for moderate choices of $\varepsilon$. Moreover, many thresholds are either too small so that summaries quickly fill up or are too large so that they rarely add any items to the summaries. Thus, I designed a simpler version of SieveStreaming called ThreeSieves which employs the “Rule of Three” to estimate the probability that given a threshold there will be any item in the remaining stream exceeding it. This way, the algorithm starts with the highest possible threshold and rejects points as long as sufficient evidence is gathered that the threshold can be safely lower without hurting the maximization performance. The resulting algorithm is much faster than SieveStreaming while having similar or even better maximization performance. The corresponding paper is currently under review.

4 Future research

It is well-known that Random Forest - which combines data and feature bagging - produces excellent results in practice which cannot be explained by the classic model-based complexity measures such as VC-Dimension or Rademacher complexity. Model-based complexity measures predict that large models should overfit, whereas Random Forest
tend to become very large but rarely overfit. One theoretical explanations for this behavior can be expressed in terms of the Bias-Variance Decomposition which states that ensemble with enough variance in their individual predictions are less prone to overfitting. As stated above, we were able to derive a Generalized Bias-Co-Variance Decomposition for ensembles. This decomposition shows two things: First, we can understand boosting and bagging in the same framework in which both minimize different sides of the same equality which shows a novel connection between both algorithm. Moreover, this decomposition shows that there are many equally good models from a losses point of view. Using the Bias-Variance decomposition we derived an algorithm which allows us to precisely control the trade-off between the bias and variance term. However, this algorithm does not yield a better result than existing methods and therefore we may pose the question: If neither the Bias-Variance Decomposition, nor the complexity-based measure accurately predict the behavior of an ensemble, what does?

I want to explore this question into two directions: First, maybe the excellent performance of Random Forest is due to the combination of DTs with Bagging. Thus, I will continue to study DTs in general and specifically methods which enable gradient-based learning of DTs. This will also enable us to train DTs on small devices which do not have enough memory to store sufficient data. Second, we will evaluate the Bias-Variance-tradeoff in more settings including Deep Learning to gain a more complete picture.
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Deep Representations for Searching Related Mathematical Expressions

Lukas Pfahler
Artificial Intelligence Group
TU Dortmund University, Germany
lukas.pfahler@tu-dortmund.de

We learn to search for mathematical expressions in a large collection of scientific documents. We view mathematical expressions as trees and use graph convolutional networks to learn a representation that allows nearest-neighbour retrieval of related formulas. Our learning tasks are inspired by embedding learning, similarity learning and more recent ideas from self-supervised learning. Empirical Evaluations show advantages over classical information retrieval approaches based on partial exact matches between expressions.

Motivation

Given the increasing number of new scientific publications, searching for relevant articles becomes tedious. In many sciences, the most efficient way to judge relevance of scientific manuscripts is by looking at the mathematical expressions. They are compact and comprehensive and a trained reader can derive lots of information from the particular composition of symbols, letters and numbers [1,2]. We show how we can apply graph convolutional neural networks to judge the relevance of equations for the application in a search engine for mathematical expressions. To do so, we design a self-supervised learning task and train our model using millions of formulas expressed as trees [3].

Mathematical Expressions as Graph Data

We work on all publications on arXiv.org up to April, 2019 and extract all mathematical expressions from the LaTeX sources. We convert these formulas to Presentation


\[
\min \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \ell(\langle w, \mathbf{i} \rangle, y_i)
\]

\[
P(\mathbf{i} = ?) = \begin{pmatrix}
  w : 0.81 \\
  \beta : 0.04 \\
  \vdots
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
P(\mathbf{?} = ?) = \begin{pmatrix}
  x : 0.73 \\
  y : 0.02 \\
  \vdots
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Figure 1: Example of the Masking Task with Fictional Values

MathML, a XML dialect for displaying maths on the web. This way, we obtain 28,973,591 mathematical expressions from 760,041 manuscripts. Viewing this XML representation as a tree-structure, we can represent each expression as a graph where each vertex is associated with a feature vector constructed by one-hot-encoding the XML-nodes. More specifically, we separately encode the tag-name (like \(<\text{mi}\) for math identifiers or \(<\text{mn}\) for numbers), any optional attributes (like font-changes) and the text in leaf-nodes (numbers, parenthesis, Latin and Greek letters, etc.) in a total of 256 binary features.

Self-Supervised Representation Learning with Graph Convolutional Neural Networks

We want to learn similarities between formulas or rather graph structures \(x, x'\) of the form

\[
sim(x, x') = \langle \phi(x), \phi(x') \rangle \text{ with } \phi(x) \mapsto \mathbb{R}^d
\]

where \(\phi\) is a vectorial embedding produced by a graph CNN with average pooling [4]. Learning similarity measures traditionally requires labeled data [5, 6]. It is however infeasible to obtain large quantities of labeled pairs of formulas. To mitigate this, we consider an unsupervised approach that simultaneously optimizes two objectives. First, we use a contextual similarity approach where we label two formulas as related when they appear in the same context, in our case in the same paper [7]. We minimize the histogram loss using these context labels [8]. Second we use a self-supervised masking task originally used in language modeling [9]: We randomly set the feature maps of 15% of the vertices to zero and train our model to reconstruct the hidden inputs using the remaining vertices, as depicted in Figure 1.
A Search Engine Study Using Semi-Manual Annotations

In order to evaluate our vectorial representations in a search engine use-case, we first curate a set of evaluation queries. To this end, we have asked fellow researchers from different disciplines to provide mathematical expressions annotated with a set of keywords. Checking for these keywords in the surrounding sections of our search results allows us to automatize the relevance-scoring of our results. We show that our machine-learning based search beats a traditional bag-of-words approach by a large margin. In particular we see improvements when query and results use different notations or conventions. In the future we hope to host a demo of our system and collect actual user queries. To further improve the generalization, we will investigate additional sources of supervision.

Outlook

In the future we want to learn embeddings using many labeling heuristics. Currently we use context, but we want to extend this to other sources of supervision. Most promising is the idea to split expressions at equality or in-equality signs and learn these identities using our graph convolutional network. New ideas in self-supervised learning can be included, like instead of predicting masked tokens we can randomly exchange some tokens and predict which tokens are real.
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Subproject A2
Algorithmic aspect of learning methods in embedded systems

Christian Sohler       Jens Teubner
Probabilistic smallest enclosing ball in high dimensions

Amer Krivošija
Lehrstuhl für Effiziente Algorithmen und Komplexitätstheorie
Technische Universität Dortmund
amer.krivosija@tu-dortmund.de

We study a variant of the median problem for a collection of point sets in high dimensions. This generalizes the geometric median as well as the (probabilistic) smallest enclosing ball (pSEB) problems. Our main objective is to improve the previously best algorithm for the pSEB problem by reducing its exponential dependence on the dimension to linear. This is achieved via a novel combination of sampling techniques for clustering problems in metric spaces with the framework of stochastic subgradient descent. As a result, the algorithm becomes applicable to shape fitting problems in Hilbert spaces of unbounded dimension via kernel functions. We present an exemplary application by extending the support vector data description (SVDD) shape fitting method to the probabilistic case. These results were published in [2]

Introduction

The (probabilistic) smallest enclosing ball (pSEB) problem in $\mathbb{R}^d$ is to find a center that minimizes the (expected) maximum distance to the input points. It occurs often as a building block for complex data analysis and machine learning tasks like estimating the support of high dimensional distributions, outlier detection, novelty detection, classification and robot gathering. Our goals are reducing the number of points but also keeping the dependence on the dimension as low as possible. We focus on a small dependence on the dimension. Kernel methods are a common technique in machine learning. These methods implicitly project the $d$-dimensional input data into much larger dimension $D$ where simple linear classifiers or spherical data fitting methods can be applied to obtain
a non-linear separation or non-convex shapes in the original $d$-dimensional space. The efficiency of kernel methods is usually not harmed since inner products and thus distances in the $D$-dimensional space can be evaluated in $O(d)$ time.

In some cases a proper approximation relying on sampling and discretizing the ambient solution space may require a polynomial or exponential dependence on $D$. The algorithm of Munteanu et al. [4] is the only FPTAS and the fastest algorithm to date for the pSEB problem in fixed dimension, but it suffers from the stated problems. To make the pSEB algorithm viable in the context of kernel methods and generally in high dimensions, it is desirable to reduce the dependence on the dimension to a small polynomial occurring only in evaluations of inner products and distances of low dimensional vectors.

General notation: Let $[n] = \{1, \ldots, n\}$. For any convex function $f : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}$ let $\partial f(x) = \{g \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid \forall y \in \mathbb{R}^d : f(x) - f(y) \leq \langle g, x - y \rangle\}$ be the set of subgradients of $f$ at $x$. We assume $0 < \varepsilon < 1/9$.

A generalized median problem

The pSEB problem can be reduced to two different types of 1-median problems [4]. One of them is defined on the set of all non-empty locations in $\mathbb{R}^d$ where probabilistic points may appear, equipped with the Euclidean distance. The other is defined on the collection of all possible realizations of probabilistic point sets, and the distance measure between a center $c \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and a realization $P_i \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ is $m(c, P_i) = \max_{p \in P_i} \| c - p \|$. We state a generalized problem that covers both of them, and call it the set median problem. In case of singleton sets, the set median problem is equivalent to the 1-median problem. For $N = 1$ it coincides with the smallest enclosing ball problem. For both of these problems there are known algorithms based on the subgradient method from convex optimization. Here we adapt the deterministic subgradient method from [5].

Definition 1 (set median problem). Let $\mathcal{P} = \{P_1, \ldots, P_N\}$ be a family of finite non-empty sets where $\forall i \in [N] : P_i \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ and $n = \max\{|P_i| \mid i \in [N]\}$. The set median problem on $\mathcal{P}$ consists in finding a center $c \in \mathbb{R}^d$ that minimizes the cost function $f(c) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} m(c, P_i)$.

To minimize $f$ we need to compute a subgradient $g(c_i) \in \partial f(c_i)$ at the current center $c_i$. The subgradient computation takes $O(dnN)$ time, thus we replace the exact subgradient $g(c_i)$ by a uniform sample of only one nonzero term which points into the right direction in expectation. The result is in expectation a $(1 + \varepsilon)$-approximation to the optimal solution. We choose an initial center $c_0$ to be an arbitrary point in a randomly chosen input set from $\mathcal{P}$, it suffices to have $\ell \in O(1/\varepsilon^2)$ iterations, and a fixed step size $s$ is bounded by average cost on a sample of size $1/\varepsilon$ [3]. Our algorithm iteratively picks a set $P_j \in \mathcal{P}$ uniformly at random and chooses a point $p_j \in P_j$ that attains the maximum distance
to the current center. This point is used to compute an approximate subgradient. The algorithm outputs the best center found in all iterations. To find the best center out of all iterations of our algorithm efficiently we cannot do it exactly since evaluating the cost even for one single center takes time $O(dnN)$. We adapt a sampling technique [7] to find a point that is a $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximation of the best center in a finite set of candidate centers. The main difference to [7] is that the collection of input sets and the set of candidate solutions here may be completely distinct. Putting all together we have:

**Theorem 2.** Consider an input $P = \{P_1, \ldots, P_N\}$, where for every $i \in [N]$ we have $P_i \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ and $n = \max\{|P_i| \mid i \in [N]\}$. There exists an algorithm that computes a center $\tilde{c}$ that is with constant probability a $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximation to the optimal solution $c^*$ of the set median problem (see Definition 1). Its running time is $O(dn/\epsilon^4 \cdot \log^2 1/\epsilon)$.

The removal of the linear dependence on $n$ for the maximum distance computations was done in [4] via a grid based strong coreset of size $1/\epsilon^{\Theta(d)}$. This is not an option if we want to work in high dimensions. We show that without an exponential dependence on $d$, we have to lose an approximation factor of roughly $\sqrt{2}$, adapting the techniques of [1].

**Theorem 3.** Any data structure that, with probability at least $2/3$, $\alpha$-approximates maximum distance queries on a set $S \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ of size $|S| = n$, for $\alpha < \sqrt{2} (1 - 2/d^{1/3})$, requires $\Omega\left(\min\{n, \exp(d^{1/3})\}\right)$ bits of storage.

## Applications

We apply our result to the pSEB problem, as given in [4]. In such a setting, the input is a set $D = \{D_1, \ldots, D_n\}$ of $n$ discrete and independent probability distributions. The $i$-th distribution $D_i$ is defined over a set of $z$ possible locations $q_{i,j} \in \mathbb{R}^d \cup \{\perp\}$, for $j \in [z]$, where $\perp$ indicates that the $i$-th point is not present in a sampled set, i.e., $q_{i,j} = \perp \iff \{q_{i,j}\} = \emptyset$. We call these points *probabilistic points*. Each location $q_{i,j}$ is associated with the probability $p_{i,j}$, such that $\sum_{j=1}^z p_{i,j} = 1$, for every $i \in [n]$. Thus the probabilistic points can be considered as independent random variables $X_i$. A probabilistic set $X$ of probabilistic points is also a random variable.

**Definition 4.** ([4]) Let $D$ be a set of $n$ discrete distributions, where each distribution is defined over $z$ locations in $\mathbb{R}^d \cup \{\perp\}$. The pSEB problem is to find a center $c^* \in \mathbb{R}^d$ that minimizes the expected smallest enclosing ball cost: $c^* \in \arg\min_{c \in \mathbb{R}^d} \mathbb{E}[m(c, X)]$, where the expectation is taken over the randomness of $X \sim D$.

Our pSEB algorithm adapts the framework of [4], but plugging in Theorem 2 it differs mainly in three points. First, the number of samples had a dependence on $d$ hidden in the $O$-notation. This is not the case any more. Second, the sampled realizations are not sketched via coresets of size $1/\epsilon^{\Theta(d)}$ any more. Third, the running time of the actual optimization task is reduced instead of an exhaustive grid search.
Theorem 5. Let $\mathcal{D}$ be a set of $n$ discrete distributions, each defined over $z$ locations in $\mathbb{R}^d \cup \{\perp\}$. Let $\bar{c} \in \mathbb{R}^d$ be the output of our $p$SEB algorithm on input $\mathcal{D}$. Let $\varepsilon < 1/9$. With constant probability $\bar{c}$ is a $(1 + \varepsilon)$-approximation for the $p$SEB problem: $\mathbb{E}_X [m(\bar{c}, X)] \leq (1 + \varepsilon) \min_{c \in \mathbb{R}^d} \mathbb{E}_X [m(c, X)]$. The running time is $O(dnz/e^4 \cdot \log 1/\varepsilon)$.

Comparing to the result of [4], the running time is reduced from $O(dnz/e^{O(1)} + 1/e^{O(d)})$ to $O(dnz/e^{O(1)})$. The factor of $d$ plays a role only in computations of distances between two points in $\mathbb{R}^d$. The sample size and the number of centers that need to be evaluated do not depend on the dimension $d$ any more. This is crucial in the application to the SVDD problem (the SEB problem in kernel spaces). We extend the SVDD to its probabilistic version. Let $K : \mathbb{R}^d \times \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}$ be a positive semidefinite kernel function with feature map $\varphi : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathcal{H}$, where $\mathcal{H}$ is a high dimensional Hilbert space, say $\mathbb{R}^D$, where $D \gg d$ [6].

Theorem 6. Let $\mathcal{D}$ be a set of $n$ discrete distributions, each defined over $z$ locations in $\mathbb{R}^d \cup \{\perp\}$. There is an algorithm that implicitly computes $\bar{c} \in \mathcal{H}$ that with constant probability is a $(1 + \varepsilon)$-approximation for the probabilistic SVDD problem. It is $\mathbb{E}_X [m(\bar{c}, \varphi(X))] \leq (1 + \varepsilon) \min_{c \in \mathcal{H}} \mathbb{E}_X [m(c, \varphi(X))]$, where the expectation is taken over the randomness of $X \sim \mathcal{D}$, and $\varphi(X) = \{\varphi(x_i) \mid x_i \in X\}$. The running time is $O\left(dn \cdot (z/e^3 \cdot \log 1/\varepsilon + 1/e^9 \cdot \log^2 1/\varepsilon)\right)$.
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Methods for Efficient Resource Utilization in Machine Learning Algorithms

Jian Jia Chen       Jörg Rahnenführer
Feature Selection for Data Sets with Similar Features

Andrea Bommert
Faculty of Statistics
TU Dortmund University
andrea.bommert@tu-dortmund.de

The task of feature selection is choosing a subset of features such that all relevant information for target prediction is captured while avoiding the selection of irrelevant or redundant features. Highly similar (for example highly correlated) features in a data set make this task particularly challenging. We propose a new strategy for feature selection and model fitting on such data sets. The proposed approach is using $L_0$-regularized regression and tuning the hyperparameter in a multi-criteria fashion with respect to both predictive accuracy and feature selection stability. We suggest assessing the stability with an adjusted stability measure, that is, a measure that takes into account similarities between features.

We evaluate our approach based on both simulated and real data sets of different sizes and with different similarity structures between the features. Especially in situations with many similar features, our approach outperforms competing approaches. Much fewer irrelevant features are selected at almost no loss of predictive accuracy. In situations with very few similar features, it is still beneficial to consider the stability during tuning, but an unadjusted stability measure is sufficient.

1 Proposed Approach

For data sets with similar features, feature selection is very challenging. Most established methods are not able to select only one feature out of a group of similar features. They select either all or none of the similar features. One method that is able to perform such
a selection among similar features is $L_0$-regularized regression [1]. Therefore, we propose the following approach: Use $L_0$-regularized regression as predictive method and tune its hyperparameter considering both the predictive accuracy and the feature selection stability. Assess the stability of the feature selection with an adjusted stability measure. For choosing the best configuration, that is, the best hyperparameter value, employ $\epsilon$-constraint selection, an algorithm introduced by us that focuses on predictive accuracy and employs the stability as a secondary criterion.

2 Evaluation

The proposed approach is evaluated based on both simulated and real classification data sets. Therefore, $L_0$-regularized logistic regression is employed. The proposed approach will be denoted by "adj" and it is compared to three competing approaches:

- "unadj": Proceed as in the proposed approach but use an unadjusted stability measure instead of an adjusted measure.
- "acc": $L_0$-regularized logistic regression with single-criteria hyperparameter tuning only with respect to predictive accuracy.
- "truth": Fit an unregularized logistic regression model with the features that were used for target generation. This is only possible for simulated data and gives an upper bound for the predictive accuracy that can be achieved.

For simulated data, it is investigated whether the proposed approach is beneficial for selecting the correct features when fitting a model with high predictive accuracy on independent data. The correct features, that is, the features that have been used for generating the values of the target variable, are known for simulated data. Also, if instead of a correct feature, a highly similar feature is chosen, this other feature is accepted as correct as well. Based on simulated data, it can be observed (see Figure 1) that especially in situations with many similar features, the proposed approach is beneficial. With the proposed approach, much fewer irrelevant or redundant features are selected than with the other approaches and almost no predictive accuracy is lost compared to the best method. The predictive accuracy on independent test data is high for the methods "acc" and "unadj" as well. But with these methods, much more irrelevant or redundant features are chosen. "stabs" fails at selecting enough relevant features for an acceptable predictive accuracy. If there are no similar features, "stabs" performs best.

On real data sets, only the predictive performance and the sparsity of the models can be assessed. It can be observed (see Figure 2) that models fitted with the proposed
Figure 1: Results for simulated data with 100 instances, 200 features. “# Similar Other Features”: Number of features in the data set that each feature is similar to (other than itself). “Test Accuracy”: Predictive accuracy on independent test data, “False Positive”: Number of selected features that should not have been selected, “False Negative”: Number of not-selected features that should have been selected.

The proposed approach are of comparable predictive quality as the models of the other approaches and for many data sets, they are more sparse. So, with the proposed approach, the selection of irrelevant or redundant features can be avoided for many data sets. For most data sets with many similar features, the proposed approach outperforms the other approaches. For these data sets, it is necessary to consider an adjusted stability measure. For data sets with few similar features, it is still beneficial to consider the stability during hyperparameter tuning. But for these data sets, an unadjusted stability measure suffices. Also, by additionally considering the stability, almost no predictive accuracy is lost. When writing this report, the computations for “stabs” on data set “arcene” were not finished.
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Figure 2: Results for real data sets: predictive accuracy on test data (top) and number of selected features (bottom).
Multiprocessor Synchronization of Periodic Real-Time Tasks Using Dependency Graphs

Junjie Shi
Lehrstuhl für Informatik XII
Technische Universität Dortmund
junjie.shi@tu-dortmund.de

With the increasing computation demand in real-time systems, e.g., for machine learning algorithms in autonomous driving systems, when accelerators, like GPUs, are adopted, they behave like classical shared resources with relative high utilization. Which presents a new challenge for resource synchronization in multiprocessor real-time systems. Although many resource synchronization protocols have been developed in the past decades, their performance highly depends on the task partition and prioritization. The newly proposed Dependency Graph Approach recently attracted a lot of interests due to its excellent performance. However, the original DGA can only handle frame-based tasksets, where all the tasks have the same period and deadline. We further extended the original DGA for periodic real-time tasks and developed two partitioning methods for different potential applications where tasks are tied on different processors. The evaluation results show our extension outperforms all the other existed protocols and the new developed partitioning methods performs comparable with global scheduling methods.

When considering recurrent real-time tasks in multiprocessor systems, access to shared resources, via so-called critical sections, can jeopardize the schedulability of the system. The reason is that resource access is mutual exclusive and a task must finish its execution of the critical section before another task can access the same resource. Therefore, the problem of multiprocessor synchronization has been extensively studied since the 1990s, and a large number of multiprocessor resource sharing protocols have been developed and analyzed. Most protocols assume work-conserving scheduling algorithms which make it
impossible to schedule task sets where a critical section of one task is longer than the relative deadline of another task that accesses the same resource. However, with the increasing computation demand in real-time systems, e.g., autonomous driving systems, when accelerators like GPUs are adopted, they perform like shared resource but have relative high utilizations. Which introduced a new challenging for resource synchronization in real-time multiprocessor systems.

Recently, a new non work-conserving method is presented by Chen et al. in [1], named Dependency Graph Approach where the order in which tasks access a shared resource is not determined online, but based on a pre-computed dependency graph. The initial work only considers frame-based task systems, i.e., all tasks have the same period and release their jobs always at the same time. Which limited the applicability of the approach in real applications.

Towards this, we extend the Dependency Graph Approach to periodic task systems in [2]. We point out the connection to the uniprocessor non-preemptive scheduling problem and exploit the related algorithms to construct dependency graphs for each resource. We consider a set $T$ of $n$ recurrent tasks to be scheduled on $M$ identical (homogeneous) processors. All tasks have exactly one (non-nested) critical section where they access exactly one of the $z$ shared resources in the system, and are each described by $\tau_i = ((C_{i,1}, A_{i,1}, C_{i,2}), T_i, D_i)$, where:

- $C_{i,1}$ is the worst-case execution time (WCET) of the first non-critical section of the job.
- $A_{i,1}$ is the WCET of the critical section of the job, accessing a dedicated shared resource.
- $C_{i,2}$ is the WCET of the second non-critical section.
- $T_i$ is the period of $\tau_i$.
- $D_i$ is the relative deadline. We consider a constrained deadline task system, i.e., $\forall \tau_i \in T, D_i \leq T_i$.

The hyper-period $H$ of the task set $T$ is defined as the least common multiple (LCM) of the periods of the tasks in $T$. In our approach, we unroll the jobs in one hyper-period and design a schedule for all of them. To make sure that the time and space complexity is affordable, we assume that the task set has Semi-Harmonic Periods: $T_i \cdot n_i = H \forall \tau_i \in T$ where $n_i$ is a small integer value.

To schedule the derived dependency graphs, one common approach is to apply list scheduling to a given task graph with precedence constraints. However, in some application scenarios, such as the OpenMP task model and multiprocessor partitioned scheduling for resource synchronization using binary semaphores, several operations can be forced to be tied to the same processor, which invalidates the list scheduling. Here, we applied two different kinds of scheduling algorithms: a) List scheduling is combined with earliest deadline first (LIST-EDF); b) Partitioned earliest deadline first (P-EDF) with two different partitioning algorithms.
Two different partitioning algorithms are developed in [3]. First one is based on Federated scheduling. The idea is to assign DAGs, in our case the DAGs resulting from the dependency graph construction, that need to utilize more than one processor, so called heavy graphs, to those processors exclusively. Analogously, the graphs that can be feasibly scheduled on a single processor are denoted as light graphs and are scheduled jointly on the remaining processors, i.e., non-exclusively allocated processors. After this initial partition, the actual scheduling is done by a work-conserving scheduler on the assigned processors. Second one is a worst-fit heuristic, where the tasks are partitioned one by one. The tasks are first sorted according to a sorting strategy. After that, they are partitioned to the available processors using a worst-fit strategy, i.e., each task is assigned to the processor with the currently lowest utilization. Again, P-EDF is applied to verify whether the resulting partition on $M$ processors is feasible.

We evaluated the performance considering synthesized task sets under different configu-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max. (Avg.) in µs</th>
<th>Partitioned FMLP</th>
<th>Partitioned List-EDF</th>
<th>Global FMLP</th>
<th>(Global) List-EDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CXS</td>
<td>34.45 (0.71)</td>
<td>29.93 (0.81)</td>
<td>42.25 (1.14)</td>
<td>30.87 (1.79)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELEASE</td>
<td>30.01 (0.63)</td>
<td>25.37 (0.75)</td>
<td>65.44 (2.98)</td>
<td>61.63 (12.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHED</td>
<td>63.91 (0.92)</td>
<td>32.3 (1.03)</td>
<td>80.81 (1.77)</td>
<td>59.05 (4.46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHED2</td>
<td>33.23 (0.13)</td>
<td>25.24 (0.15)</td>
<td>31.43 (0.19)</td>
<td>27.17 (0.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND-RESCHED</td>
<td>65.81 (11.38)</td>
<td>20.71 (1.44)</td>
<td>92.78 (17.2)</td>
<td>72.09 (20.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overheads of different protocols in LITMUS\textsuperscript{RT}.

rations in Figure 1. The results show a significant improvement of LIST-EDF with respect to the acceptance ratio compared to other resource sharing protocols is observed. P-EDF using worst-fit heuristic partitioning algorithms (WF-P-EDF) outperforms all the existing partitioned approaches and perform reasonably compared to global List-EDF. Furthermore, to show the applicability in real-world systems, we implemented our extended method in LITMUS\textsuperscript{RT} and report the resulting scheduling overheads in Table 1.
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The ongoing digitalization and the associated steadily increasing number of distributed sensor devices and Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems implies a massive increase of subscribers. At the same time, the amount of available frequency spectrum resources remains static. In this respect, current 5G networks are already aiming for large-scale connectivity with an ambitious node density of 1,000,000 devices per square kilometer in the area of massive 5G machine-type communications (mMTC). Current cellular mobile radio solutions operating in licensed frequency ranges, like Narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT) or enhanced Machine Type Communications (eMTC), can barely meet these strict requirements. In this context, this report aims at summarizing the potentials of LPWAN technologies, as an additional technology option in unlicensed frequency bands, to contribute to these tight 5G requirement profiles. It can be illustrated that LoRaWAN technology can contribute significantly to the achievement of these objectives. Still, especially against the background of mission-critical MTC (mcMTC), technology limitations are also shown here. Therefore, this work proposes an approach for dynamic spectrum management in unlicensed IoT environments to further enhance capabilities with specific respect to mcMTC applications.

1 Modelling of LoRaWAN performance limits
Performance evaluation of common key performance indicators (KPIs) underlines that LoRaWAN is a sufficient MTC technology solution due to high communication ranges up to multiple kilometers, enabling a high coverage even with a small number of cells.
However, due to a simple aloha channel access mechanism in combination with strict regulatory requirements of a 1% duty cycle defined for the 868MHz short-range device (SRD) frequency band [1], this is accompanied by low data rates and high delays of several seconds in large-scale scenarios. To evaluate the maximum capability of LoRaWAN to contribute to the 5G mMTC connection density requirement, the maximum scalability of LoRaWAN is identified by analyzing the aloha channel access performance in large scale scenarios (see Fig. 1). The underlying parameter set of the depicted evaluation is defined for a generic traffic model of 32 bytes payload with a maximum transmission interval, equal to the maximum duty cycle. It can be seen that the maximum cell density for this worst-case setup is approx. 900 nodes per square kilometer combined with a system throughput of up to 3.3 kbps. Additionally, taking the capture effect into account, this cell density, as well as maximum system throughput, can be increased up to 1400, respectively 4.6 kbps. However, it can also be seen that the latency bottleneck (DR0) leads to mean delays of up to 400 s.

![Figure 1: Modeling of LoRaWAN system throughput (uplink) and latency bounds](image)

**2 Sensitivity Analysis for Various Application Characteristics**

Based on the established LoRaWAN system boundaries, a sensitivity analysis is presented to determine the capabilities of LoRaWAN to contribute to the 5G mMTC objectives. Therefore, the impact of various LoRaWAN parameter configurations on the maximum scalability is illustrated in Fig. 2. The analysis is based on the 5G mMTC traffic model of 32 bytes payload and an inter-arrival time (IAT) of two hours. A significant contribution of LoRaWAN to 5G mMTC targets can be evaluated without the consideration of a limiting latency requirement. In that case, LoRaWAN can contribute to 5G mMTC
targets of 10% (for 3 x 125 kHz channels) up to 25% (for 8 x 125 kHz channels). However, taking additional latency requirements into account, the scalability is reduced by about 25 to 70%, depending on the targeted service quality. Depending on further parameter variations (payload and IAT), while considering a constant frequency capacity (3x 125 kHz), it can be seen the payload variations have only a minor impact on scalability compared to the significant impact of varying transmission intervals. In contrast, the maximum scalability is significantly limited for acknowledged traffic patterns in downlink direction. In that case, even for an IAT of 12h, the maximum scalability is reduced to approx. 14250 nodes per square kilometers, compared to more than half a million for unacknowledged traffic and no additional latency requirement.

### 3 Optimization Measures Toward Mission-Critical MTC

To further increase the reliability of LPWAN systems, especially for critical services, different approaches to increase spectral efficiency are discussed. In addition to pure scheduling based approaches [3], an AI-based analysis of the spectral power density to predict and avoid technology-independent interferences (see Fig. 3) is developed in ongoing work. For this purpose, the Energy Detection sensing method is implemented on the basis of a software-defined radio for the SRD frequency band. Based on the identified information of interfered frequencies in the SRD band, the ARIMA model enables a data-driven channel quality and interference prediction. The idea is to increase the robustness of LPWAN systems by centrally deriving communication profiles that address and bypass the predicted interference characteristics. The updated communication behavior are transmitted in beacons to all decentralized cell participants, which in turn adapt their

![Figure 2: Impact of various LoRaWAN parameter configurations on maximum scalability considering 5G mMTC connection density and latency requirements [2]](image.png)
own communication decisions in favor of lower interference potentials.

Figure 3: Dynamic Spectrum-Management to improve Scalability of mission-critical MTC Applications

4 Conclusion and Further Research

In future work, the dynamic spectrum-management approach to improve the scalability of mission-critical sensor applications will be further enhanced and evaluated in the lab and real-world environments. In addition, the reliability of mcMTC applications will be increased through ongoing improvements in measures to increase availability [4], as well as the consideration of network slicing functionality in unlicensed IoT environments [5].
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The development of methods to increase the quality of mobile network services requires precise data of the instant network load. However, generally only the network operator has direct access to network-side data. Instead, the entire activity of the mobile network cell can be monitored in terms of resource allocations by analyzing the control channels. Previous open-source approaches lack reliability and accuracy so that the recorded data is largely spoiled by misleading information. In this work, Fast Analysis of LTE Control channels (FALCON) is presented as a reliable open-source instrument that combines previous attempts with a novel shortcut-decoding approach for fast and accurate data extraction from public mobile networks. It is compatible with standard computers and supports numerous Software-Defined Radios (SDRs). Field measurements show that FALCON lowers the fraction of false data by three orders of magnitude, compared to the best previous approach.

1 Introduction

Recently, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has begun to standardize the interface for a Network Data Analytics Function (NWDAF) [1] within a fifth generation (5G) mobile communication system to allow network components, such as the Policy Control Function (PCF), to initiate countermeasures in case of slice congestion events. The development and evaluation of such functions that mainly depend on real activity in the Radio Access Network (RAN) can only be done with representative data of the production networks. However, to obtain reliable and accurate information about the instant network load and spectral utilization of a mobile network cell is a particular
Table 1: Key validation techniques used by open-source PDCCH decoders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal power</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-encoding</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAR tracking</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNTI histograms</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-cut (new)</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

● Included, ○ Not included

challenge. Although the radio resource management is almost completely governed by the base station, generally only the operator has access to that information from the network side. A regular User Equipment (UE) by design only decodes information about its own resource allocations. Conversely, an observation of the radio spectrum only reveals the total utilization of resources and does not provide information about the number of competing network participants.

In Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, resource assignments are not encrypted and are transmitted as Downlink Control Information (DCI) over the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). They also include information about the direction (uplink or downlink), the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) to be used, further decoding information, and finally Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) checksum. Generally, any LTE receiver in cell-range can decode all DCI data structures. However, the base station scrambles the CRC checksum with the 16-bit Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI) of the addressed UE, so a proper validation can only be performed with prior knowledge of RNTIs of all currently active UEs.

Therefore, the major challenges are a fast and accurate discovery of active RNTIs, efficient decoding order, and accurate validation of numerous DCI candidates. This report provides a brief overview of FALCON, which is a novel reliable open-source instrument to accomplish that task by the use of general-purpose computers and SDRs. A detailed description of FALCON is provided in [5].

2 The FALCON Approach

In LTE the PDCCH carries the encoded DCI data structures which contain individual resource assignments to respective UEs. The standard defines plenty of DCI formats which differ in their decoded length and which serve specific purposes, e.g. for uplink allocations, SISO or MIMO transmissions. However, the convolutionally encoded sequence that is visible on PDCCH provides no information about the actual format of the content. As the channel lacks a table of contents, any DCI format must be considered for a message on the PDCCH, but only one of them may be correct. Due to interleaving and rate matching, the consideration of each format (i.e. different output lengths) involves
Table 2: Avg. fraction of subframes with contradictory resource assignments (downlink).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Network 1</th>
<th>Network 2</th>
<th>Network 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSRP (average)</td>
<td>−91.23dBm</td>
<td>−99.23dBm</td>
<td>−107.69dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSRQ (average)</td>
<td>−7.11dB</td>
<td>−10.05dB</td>
<td>−14.39dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Quality</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL</td>
<td>0.284%</td>
<td>0.516%</td>
<td>2.527%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALCON</td>
<td>0.000%</td>
<td>0.001%</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By considering the signal power, vacant sections of the PDCCH can be skipped, reducing the number of decoding attempts. Re-encoding the decoded sequences and comparing them to the channel bits was introduced with LTEye [6] and included in OWL [2] as a fallback. However, our analysis show, that this approach is sensitive to interference and noise and leads to numerous false positives at the end. With OWL [2] the authors introduce the capturing of initial RNTI assignments during Random Access Response (RAR) to obtain a list of active RNTIs. But RNTIs of UEs that were already active before the observation period are not captured and the re-encoding fallback is applied. Our previous approaches C³ACE [3,4] are based on the assumption that true RNTIs have a significantly higher activity than false and random RNTIs resulting from incorrect decoding. However, a trade-off between reliability and detection speed is necessary, i.e. the frequency of individual RNTIs in a time-windowed histogram exceeds a threshold value.

FALCON includes the most reliable techniques from previous attempts and introduces the new short-cut decoding approach. The data areas of the PDCCH are examined in the form of a recursive descent. Areas in which no known RNTI was found are divided into two halves and examined further. If the investigation of a shortened sequence yields the same RNTI as the complete sequence, the RNTI is marked as valid and the DCI is accepted immediately. This enables a fast discovery of RNTIs at their first occurrence in the observation period even if the initial RAR was missed. For a more detailed insight into this approach, including corner cases, the interested reader is referred to [5].

3 Evaluation and Results

In order to validate the superiority of FALCON over the previously best approach OWL, a measurement campaign over several days was carried out in three mobile networks at one location. At intervals of 5min, 5s of raw LTE signal were recorded and then decoded by OWL and FALCON. Since the ground-truth is unknown in the live network, the accuracy is evaluated by the fraction of contradictory and mutually exclusive resource allocations. Tab. 2 shows, that in the downlink the error rate of FALCON is significantly below that of OWL especially at poor radio conditions. The characteristics of the uplink are omitted here for space reasons and are available in [5]. Fig. 1 underlines the accuracy of FALCON. The histogram plot shows the activity of RNTIs classified as valid by the
respective decoder. Both approaches detect the main activity in a narrow range of values that gradually moves to the right. However, OWL accepts additional false assignments that are equally distributed over the entire RNTI value range.

4 Conclusion and Perspective

This report introduced FALCON, a fast and accurate open-source instrument for real-time monitoring of the radio resource utilization in public LTE networks. Compared to the previous best approach, FALCON lowers the amount of false detection in a significant manner and paves the way for reliable data acquisition from live production networks. It provides researchers a foundation for the development and the evaluation of load-dependent functions, such as NWDAF and UE-based network selection. It also enables the derivation of realistic traffic models and an analysis of the network load over time.
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Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) all over the world are rolling out the fifth generation of mobile communication networks. But while these networks are rolled out, existing networks like LTE are still suffering from major coverage gaps even years after they have been introduced. However, with the upcoming Internet of Things a mobile network with comprehensive coverage is a mandatory prerequisite. This work addresses the challenge of coverage gaps and investigates the potential for improvement when using multi-operator strategies for LTE and NB-IoT networks in the urban area of the Smart City Dortmund. Besides closing coverage gaps, the potential of data rate improvement through multi-link strategies is evaluated, providing sufficient data rates of cellular IoT technologies even in extreme coupling loss conditions. Facing the overall IoT challenge of low power consumption for long battery lifetimes, an improved data rate reduces the time on air and therefore extends the battery lifetime [2]. The results show, that both LTE and cellular IoT can provide 100% coverage in outdoor scenarios, but in indoor and deep indoor scenarios, none of the Mobile Network Operators can provide full network coverage. With multi-operator strategies, LTE coverage is increased by up to 40% in deep indoor scenarios. With a MCL of 164 dB, NB-IoT can provide full coverage in deep indoor scenarios using a single operator, but can only provide very low data rates. When using multi-link strategies, NB-IoT data rates can be increased by a factor of 2.8.
1 Proposed Methods for Connectivity Enhancements

In order to analyze the potential of coverage and link quality improvement through multi-operator and multi-link strategies, the area of the Smart City Dortmund is considered as a scenario with single and multi-operator mobile networks. Fig. 1 shows a scenario with an exemplary constellation of 2 MNOs.

The left device is out of range of network 1. In this case MNO2 can provide access to its network to close the coverage gap. While the device on the right has sufficient coverage by MNO1, it can increase its link quality by connecting to a closer base station of MNO2. The increased link quality can help improving the data rate of the device.

For our analysis, Dortmund is evaluated by dividing the area into a grid with a grid spacing of 25 m. Since the position and frequency of the base stations are known, the nearest base station for each MNO and grid point is searched as well as the path loss to these base stations is calculated using the COST Hata radio propagation model [1]. Additional building entry losses are derived from [3] (Table 1).

| Table 1: Additional Coupling Loss for Indoor and Deep Indoor scenarios [3] |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Frequency / Scenario | 800MHz / 900MHz | 1800 MHz |
| Indoor           | 15.4 dB          | 15.8 dB         |
| Deep Indoor      | 20.9 dB          | 25.0 dB         |

After gathering all information including areal characteristics of Dortmund, such as borders and building areas, base station locations, installed technologies and frequencies, a detailed analysis on the coverage extension, link quality improvement and transport layer multilink aggregation is performed.
2 Evaluation of Coverage and Link Quality Improvement

Fig. 2 shows an extract from the coverage analysis. While LTE can provide 100% coverage in outdoor scenarios, only 42% of deep indoor areas can be reached with LTE. With a 22 dB higher Maximum Coupling Loss, NB-IoT is able to close the gaps of a single LTE MNO and provides 100% coverage in all deep indoor areas.

Figure 2: Extract from coverage maps of Dortmund for Outdoor and Deep Indoor scenarios

Fig. 3 gives an overview of the results of all analyzed scenarios. Unlike in outdoor scenarios, where all MNOs can provide 100% coverage by their own, the coverage in indoor scenarios can be increased by up to 26% for two-operator scenarios. An additional third MNO further extends the coverage by at-most 9%. Therefore, depending on the coverage requirements, two collaborating MNOs may be sufficient.

With Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), an IoT technology for long ranges and long battery lifetime has been developed by 3GPP. With up to 2048 repetitions of each transmission, the Maximum Coupling Loss (MCL) is extended to up to 164 dB. For better comparison, the coverage analysis for NB-IoT is performed for three different coverage classes, which are based on 144 dB, 154 dB and 164 dB MCL.

Since it can provide 100% coverage in all scenarios including 164 dB MCL, NB-IoT benefits less from multi operator strategies. Though it can gain its link quality up to 13.6 dB, which is a significant improvement and therefore recommended (ref. Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Signal Power Gain for LTE and NB-IoT</th>
<th>MNO 1 &amp; 2</th>
<th>MNO 1 &amp; 3</th>
<th>MNO 2 &amp; 3</th>
<th>MNO 1-3 (National Roaming)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>8.0 dB</td>
<td>10.2 dB</td>
<td>8.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>11.2 dB</td>
<td>9.1 dB</td>
<td>12.3 dB</td>
<td>10.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Indoor</td>
<td>10.4 dB</td>
<td>8.0 dB</td>
<td>11.0 dB</td>
<td>9.1 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of the coupling loss reduction potential for different coupling loss scenarios and cellular communication technologies
Figure 3: Results of the coverage analysis for outdoor, indoor and deep indoor scenarios and different cellular communication technologies in urban environment.

Taking multi operator strategies into account, NB-IoT devices can improve their data rate from 3.8 kbit/s - 5.0 kbit/s to 12.2 kbit/s, reducing time on air for e.g. firmware update transmissions and therefore extending the battery lifetime of the devices.

3 Conclusion

Enabling 100% coverage for LTE devices even in deep indoor scenarios, multi-operator strategies are highly recommended for LTE networks. With 164 dB MCL, NB-IoT can provide full coverage for every MNO without the usage of multi-operator strategies. Although with multi-link strategies the overall data rate can be increased by a factor of 2.8, making the usage of multiple operators recommended as well.
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The all-cavity maximum weight matching problem is defined as follows. Given a weighted bipartite graph $G = (U \cup V, E)$, determine a maximum weight matching on $G \setminus \{v\}$ for each vertex $v \in U \cup V$. This problem has been introduced in the computation of unrooted evolutionary trees and was later used as a backbone to compute maximum agreement subtrees. Another application is in the computation of a subgraph homeomorphism between trees and when computing a subtree isomorphism. We study the all-cavity maximum weight matching problem for balanced graphs followed by known and new results on unbalanced graphs.

For engineering maximum matching algorithms we suggest new concepts on general graphs which can be used as alternatives in augmenting path approaches such as, e.g., Edmonds or Micali and Vazirani. Our newly introduced alternating rooted sets (ARSs) for finding augmenting paths generalize the state-of-the-art alternating trees. We experimentally evaluate our new recursive metagraph approach on a wide set of benchmark instances including a comparison to publically available state-of-the-art software.

1 All Cavity Maximum Weight Bipartite Matching

Let $G = (U \cup V, E, w)$ be a bipartite graph with $n$ vertices and $m$ edges and no isolated vertices. Let $w : E \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ be upper bounded by $N$. Kao, Lam, Sung, and Ting [6]
solved the all-cavity maximum weight matching problem on $G$ by reducing it to the single-destination longest paths problem. When the work of Kao et al. was published they showed an upper time bound of $O(\sqrt{nm \log(nN)})$. However, with a result from Duan and Su for computing a maximum weight matching this bound may be improved to $O(\sqrt{nm \log N})$ [5].

The result from Kao et al. transfers directly to arbitrary edge weights, i.e., each edge has a real-valued weight ($\mathbb{R}$). The single-destination longest paths problem without positive weight cycles may be solved with the well known Bellman-Ford algorithm in time $O(nm)$. Using the Hungarian method for the initial maximum weight matching allows a total time bound of $O(nm + n^2 \log n)$.

For unbalanced graphs, i.e., graphs where one vertex set is much smaller than the other, we want so seek running times based on the smaller set. Here, we need maximum weight matching algorithms that consider unbalanced bipartite graphs, e.g. the algorithm from Ramshaw and Tarjan [2012]. They proved a running time of $O(ms + s^2 \log s)$, where $s$ is the size of the smaller vertex set. Applying the Bellman-Ford algorithm on the reduced graph from Kao et al. exceeds that time bound. We researched a reduction on a smaller graph with only $O(s)$ vertices, which allows solving the single-source shortest paths problem in time $O(ms)$. We also studied the approach on graphs with integral edge weights of at most $N$. Table 1 summarizes the results for the different all-cavity maximum weight matching problems.

Using our new results for the all-cavity maximum weight matching problem allows an improved time bound for the maximum common subtree problem on integral weights.
45

(a) The base graph  (b) The first meta-
graph  (c) The second meta-
graph  (d) The third meta-
graph

Figure 1: Different layers of the recursive metagraph approach on the 4 nearest neighbor
graph of the brd14051 TSPLib instance. Nodes in the metagraph have the
same coordinates as the root of their represented tree.

compared to real-valued weights, which was a remaining open question in [3]. Let $T$
and $T'$ be trees and $\Delta := \min\{\Delta(T), \Delta(T')\}$, where $\Delta(T)$ is the maximum degree of $T$.
We showed, that is is possible to compute a maximum common subtree isomorphism
between $T$ and $T'$ under a weight function $\omega$ between the vertices and edges in time
$O(|T||T'|\sqrt{\Delta \log(N \min\{|T|, |T'|\})})$, if $\omega$ is integral and bounded by $N$.

2 A Recursive Maximum Matching Approach

Computing matchings in bipartite graphs is easy and can be solved using alternating trees. However, they cannot be applied to general graphs, as those graphs may contain odd
cycles. Let $G$ be an undirected graph and $\mathcal{M}$ a matching on $G$. An alternating rooted
set (ARS) is a set of vertices $V \subseteq V(G)$ with exactly one $\mathcal{M}$-free node $r \in V$ called
root, such that for every node $u \in V$ there exists an alternating path from $r$ to $u$ in the
subgraph of $G$ induced by $V$. We showed, that these ARSs generalize the state-of-the-art
alternating trees. A data structure, which we called cherry trees, is an implementation
of ARSs [4]. This data structure allows us to recursively compute a maximum matching
as shown in Figure 1. We denote the graphs in this recursive approach metagraphs. We
experimentally compared this new approach with state-of-the-art algorithms for maximum
matching; cf. Figure 2 for average running times.
Figure 2: Average running times for different maximum matching algorithms. MG is the Metagraph approach; MGL and MGB are variants thereof. BIV and BV are Blossom IV and V. EB and EL are implementations of Edmonds’ matching algorithm in the Boost and the LEMON framework.
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Graph neural networks (GNNs) have been emerged as one of the most successful approaches to tackle the representation learning on graphs and point clouds. Here, we introduced a deep learning library for fast graph representation learning on graphs, and introduced a novel neighborhood aggregation formulation that tackles the problem of deeply stacking GNN layers. Furthermore, we proposed a two-stage neural architecture for the deep graph matching problem which is able to establish meaningful structural correspondences of nodes between graphs. Lastly, we tackled the problem of shape generation via an adversarial formulation based on implicit shapes.

1 Fast Graph Representation Learning

We introduced PyTorch Geometric [2], a library for deep learning on irregularly structured input data such as graphs, point clouds and manifolds, built upon PyTorch. In addition to general graph data structures and processing methods, it contains a variety of recently published methods from the domains of relational learning and 3D data processing. PyTorch Geometric achieves high data throughput by leveraging sparse GPU acceleration, by providing dedicated CUDA kernels and by introducing efficient mini-batch handling for input examples of different size. PyTorch Geometric is released under the MIT license and is available on GitHub.¹

¹https://github.com/rusty1s/pytorch\_geometric
Neighborhood Aggregation. Generalizing the convolutional operator to irregular domains is typically expressed as a neighborhood aggregation or message passing scheme

\[ \bar{x}_i' = \gamma \left( \bar{x}_i, \bigotimes_{j \in \mathcal{N}(i)} \phi \left( \bar{x}_j, \bar{x}_{j,i}, \vec{e}_{j,i} \right) \right) \]  

(1)

where \( \bigotimes \) denotes a differentiable, permutation invariant function, e.g., sum, mean or max, and \( \gamma \) and \( \phi \) denote differentiable functions, e.g., MLPs. In practice, this can be achieved by gathering and scattering of node features and vectorized element-wise computation of \( \gamma \) and \( \phi \), as visualized in Figure 1. Although working on irregularly structured input, this scheme can be heavily accelerated by the GPU. In contrast to implementations via sparse matrix multiplications, the usage of gather/scatter proves to be advantageous for low-degree graphs and non-sorted input, and allows for the integration of central node and multi-dimensional edge information while aggregating. We provide the user with a general MessagePassing interface to allow for rapid and clean prototyping of new research ideas. In addition, we already implemented over 20 convolutional operators often found in literature.

2 Dynamic Neighborhood Aggregation

Most of proposed message passing operators result in in gradually decreasing performance when deeply stacking those layers, despite having, in principal, access to a wider range of information. This phenomenon is caused by locally differing graph structures leading to strongly varying speed of expansion, and is tackled, e.g., by node-adaptively jumping back to earlier representations if those fit the task at hand more precisely. Inspired by this, we explored a highly dynamic neighborhood aggregation (DNA) procedure based [1]. However, in contrast, we proposed to allow jumps to earlier knowledge immediately while aggregating information from neighboring nodes. This results in a highly-dynamic receptive-field in which neighborhood information is potentially gathered from representations of differing locality. Therefore, each node’s representation controls
its own spread-out, possibly aggregating more global information in one branch, and falling back to more local information in others. We showed that this approach, when additionally combined with grouped linear projections, outperforms traditional stacking of GNN layers, even when those are enhanced by traditional jumping.

3 Deep Graph Matching Consensus

Graph matching refers to the problem of establishing meaningful structural correspondences of nodes between two or more graphs by taking both node similarities and pairwise edge similarities into account. We also presented a two-stage neural architecture for learning and refining structural correspondences between two graphs $G_s$ and $G_t$ [3]. cf. 2. First, we use localized node embeddings computed by a graph neural network $\Psi_{\theta_1}$ to obtain an initial ranking of soft correspondences between nodes. Secondly, we employ synchronous message passing networks $\Psi_{\theta_2}$ based on random node colorings to iteratively re-rank the soft correspondences to reach a matching consensus in local neighborhoods between graphs. We showed, theoretically and empirically, that our message passing scheme computes a well-founded measure of consensus for corresponding neighborhoods, which is then used to guide the iterative re-ranking process. Our purely local and sparsity-aware architecture scales well to large, real-world inputs while still being able to recover global correspondences consistently. We demonstrated the practical effectiveness of our method on real-world tasks from the fields of computer vision and entity alignment between knowledge graphs, on which we improve upon the current state-of-the-art.
4 Adversarial Generation of Implicit Shapes

We presented a generative adversarial architecture for generating three-dimensional shapes based on signed distance representations [4]. Here, our generator learns to approximate the signed distance for any point in space given prior latent information. Although structurally similar to generative point cloud approaches, this formulation can be evaluated with arbitrary point density during inference, leading to fine-grained details in generated outputs. Furthermore, we studied the effects of using either progressively growing voxel- or point-processing networks as discriminators, and proposed a refinement scheme to strengthen the generator’s capabilities in modeling the zero iso-surface decision boundary of shapes. We trained our approach on the ShapeNet benchmark dataset and validated, both quantitatively and qualitatively, its performance in generating realistic 3D shapes. Qualitative results of our models are shown in Figure 3.
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In order to analyze milling processes, measurement techniques and simulation approaches can be used to evaluate certain process characteristics, e.g., process forces or tool vibrations. Various challenges arise if the matching of time series of these characteristics, acquired by different data sources, is necessary for, e.g., performing a supervised learning procedure. These challenges comprise different sample frequencies, deviating amplitudes of the signals or measurement noise. This work presents different methods to synchronize time series, acquired during milling, sample by sample as a processing operation for further learning tasks.

1 Introduction

Simulation techniques offer numerous optimization potentials for various manufacturing processes. For milling operations, geometric physically-based process simulation approaches can be used to generate location errors on the workpiece surface and time series of process forces and tool vibrations, which are crucial process characteristics and can be utilized for an analysis of the resulting workpiece quality for different process parameter values [1]. Different empirical models, which can be used to represent the relationship between geometric features of cutting operations and the process characteristics of interest, comprise a set of parameters, which have to be calibrated on the combination of the
tool geometry and workpiece material of the considered milling process. These relationships tend to be highly complex and challenging to model analytically, which can result in high deviations between measured and simulated characteristics. The incorporation of machine learning (ML)-based methods is a promising approach to enable predictions with a suitable accuracy on unseen data. Using ML models to represent process characteristics of milling operations inside process simulation systems, each sample of the time series of the simulated features has to be aligned with the corresponding measured sample of the considered target characteristic. This report presents different approaches to perform the matching between the samples of measured and simulated time series of process forces.

2 Synchronization of time series

Usually, there is a fixed value for the tooth feed $f_z$ for each process configuration for milling processes. Given the sample frequency $f_s$ of either measurements or simulation data, the number of samples $s_z$ of the time series corresponding to a single tooth feed can be calculated as $s_z = 60 \cdot \frac{z f_z}{n}$, where $z$ is the number of cutting edges and $n$ is the spindle speed. For calibration experiments, often simple slot milling operations are utilized to generate a suitable data set of measurements. In this case, the total number of tooth engagements per slot and, therefore, samples of the time series is fixed and can be estimated by incorporating the width of cut. Consider a constant and equaling sample frequency for the measured and simulated time series for a slot milling process using a fixed value for the width of cut. In addition, consider the negligence of the acceleration and deceleration properties of the machine drives, which can result in a deviating amount of performed tooth engagements in the experiments compared to the analytically calculated, idealized amount of tooth engagements. In this case, only a time-related delay between the two regarded time series has to be identified. To achieve this, the absolute difference $|i_{1,e}^{(p)} - i_{1,e}^{(s)}|$ between the indices $i_{1,e}^{(p)}$ and $i_{1,e}^{(s)}$, which denote the indices of the first engagements between the tool and the workpiece for measured $\Xi^{(p)} = \{\xi_1^{(p)}, \ldots, \xi_N^{(p)}\}$ and simulated time series $\Xi^{(s)} = \{\xi_1^{(s)}, \ldots, \xi_M^{(s)}\}$, respectively, can be utilized. Consider the measured and simulated time series of process forces of two milled slots as well as a magnified illustration of two tooth engagements, which are depicted in Figure 1. Identifying $i_{1,e}^{(s)}$ for $\Xi^{(s)}$ is trivial. Since no noise is present in simulated data, $i_{1,e}^{(s)}$ is the index of the first sample whose value is greater than zero. For measured forces, often noise and vibrations can superimpose the signals. A promising approach to find $i_{1,e}^{(s)}$ is to extract features for each sample of $\Xi^{(p)}$, which indicate the probability of the sample corresponding to an engagement between the tool and the workpiece. The sequentially discounting auto-regression model learning algorithm [2] can be used to determine change points for a given time series which quantify deviations in the semantic behavior covered by the time series. For the measured time series shown
in Figure 1, a clear increase of the values of the change points can be observed as soon as there is a shift from no engagement to a cutting operation, enabling the use of simple thresholds to classify the samples.

The major limitations of the presented approach are the numerous necessary preconditions, e.g., the process being a slot milling process and neglecting deviations of the length of each engagement between the simulation and the real process. Utilizing the wavelet transform [3], the spectrum of the time series can be analyzed without the necessity to deal with the trade-off between the time and frequency resolution. Figure 2 shows measured and simulated time series of six tooth engagements and their corresponding wavelet transform using the mexican hat mother wavelet, since it resembles the shape of a forces of a tooth engagement [4]. The intensity of the wavelet transform is the convolution between a scaled mother wavelet, representing a certain frequency, and the signal, indicating the correlation between the amplitude of a sample with a frequency. The classification of a sample to the state of engagement or periods of no engagement can be performed by evaluating the wavelet transform of the considered signal at the tooth engagement frequency. If the intensity is greater than zero, the sample corresponds to an engagement. Using this approach, each sample of time series can be classified, assuming the tooth engagement frequency is known. These time series can be acquired from processes of arbitrary parameter values.

3 Further work

As future work, the approach of using the wavelet transform to classify the samples of time series will be utilized to perform the matching between simulated features and
measured targets for supervised learning tasks to model process characteristics of milling operations, e.g., process forces or tool vibrations.
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This report sums up our recent research to use dynamic model selection for ensemble pruning for time series forecasting. This work is devised in the context of the work package "Management of many models". A drift detection mechanism for model-based performance is devised to select best performing ensemble members. In addition, model clustering is proposed to enhance ensemble diversity. We evaluate our framework using many real-world data sets. Experimental results are detailed in this report, followed up by our future work within the same topic.

1 Introduction

Both complex and evolving nature of time series structure make forecasting among one of the most important and challenging tasks in time series analysis. Typical methods for forecasting are designed to model time-evolving dependencies between data observations. However, it is generally accepted that none of them is universally valid for every application. Therefore, methods for learning heterogeneous ensembles by combining a diverse set of forecasts together appear as a promising solution to tackle this task. Hitherto, in classical ML literature, ensemble techniques such as stacking, cascading and voting are mostly restricted to operate in a static manner. To deal with changes in the relative performance of models as well as changes in the data distribution, we propose a drift-aware meta-learning approach for adaptively selecting and combining forecasting models. Our assumption is that different forecasting models have different areas of expertise and a varying relative performance. Our method ensures dynamic selection of initial
ensemble base models candidates through a performance drift detection mechanism. Since diversity is a fundamental component in ensemble methods, we propose a second stage selection with clustering that is computed after each drift detection. Predictions of final selected models are combined into a single prediction. An exhaustive empirical testing of the method was performed, evaluating both generalization error and scalability of the approach using time series from several real world domains. Empirical results show the competitiveness of the method in comparison to state-of-the-art approaches for combining forecasters.

2 Methodology

2.1 Problem Formulation

A time series $X$ is a temporal sequence of values $X = \{x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_t\}$, where $x_i$ is the value of $X$ at time $i$. Typical solution for time series forecasting include traditional univariate time series analysis models, such as the popular Box-Jenkins ARIMA family of methods [1] or exponential smoothing methods [1]. Typical regression models can be applied in the context of forecasting by using a time delay embedding which maps a set of target observations to a $K$-dimensional feature space corresponding to the $K$ past lagged values of each observation [1].

Denote with $P_M = \{M_1, M_2, \cdots, M_N\}$ the pool of trained base forecasting models. Let $\hat{x} = (\hat{x}_{M_1}, \hat{x}_{M_2}, \cdots, \hat{x}_{M_N})$ be the vector of forecast values of $X$ at time instant $t + 1$ (i.e. $x_{t+1}$) by each of the base model in $P_M$. The goal of the dynamic selection is identifying which $\hat{x}_{M_i}$ values should be integrated in the weighted average.

2.2 A drift-based model pre-selection

Suppose we want to compute the prediction for time instant $t + 1$, the validation sliding-window of size $W$ over $X$ is defined by the sequence $X_{W,t} = \{x_{t-W+1}, x_{t-W+2}, \cdots, x_t\}$. Let $\hat{X}^{M}_{W,t} = \{\hat{x}_{t-W+1}^{M_i}, \hat{x}_{t-W+2}^{M_i}, \cdots, \hat{x}_t^{M_i}\}$ be the predicted sequence of values by the model $M_i$ on $X_{W,t}$, where $M_i \in P_M$. A subset $K$ of highly correlated models with the target, denoted “top-base” models, are selected using a sliding-window similarity measure computed on $X_{W,t}$. $K$ is a user-defined hyperparameter. Hereby, we propose to use a custom measure based on the Pearson’s correlation - commonly used to deal with time series data denoted as SRC-Scaled Root Correlation and defined. Naturally, with time-evolving data, dependencies change over time and follow non-stationary concepts. We can assume that the distance between the two most dissimilar random processes within the same pool of models sets its boundary under a form of a logical diameter. If this boundary diverges in a significant way over time, a drift is assumed to take place. We propose to detect the validity of
such assumption using the well-known Hoeffding Bound [3], which states that after $W$ independent observations of a real-value random variable with range $R$, its true mean has not diverged if the sample mean is contained within $\pm \epsilon_F$:

$$
\epsilon_F = \sqrt{\frac{R^2 \ln(1/\delta)}{2W}} 
$$

(1)

with a probability of $1 - \delta$ (a user-defined hyperparameter). Once a drift is detected, an alarm is triggered, the top base models using $C_t$ are updated. Afterwards, the dependency monitoring process is continued by sliding the time window for the next prediction and the reference diameter $\mu$ is reset by setting $t_i = t$.

2.3 Model Clustering

One of the most important aspects for successful ensembles is diversity [1]. Typically, this diversity is initially reflected in the distinctive patterns of each base learner’s inductive bias derived from the different hypothesis on which each base learner is built to model the input data and its dependence structure. Surprisingly, the enforcement and evaluation of diversity on ensembles for time series data is still a quite unexplored topic—especially for forecasting problems [1]. However, the expected error decomposition for ensemble schemata [1] in general helps to get an intuition about the importance of diversity. More precisely, the expected error can be decomposed into bias, variance and covariance. In DEMSC, we propose a second-stage selection that tries to ensure such diversity through clustering. Predictions of $K$ top-base models on the time sequence $X_{W,t}$ are considered as $W$-dimensional vector features to cluster the models. The final step in the selection consists of selecting one representative model for each cluster. We simply select the closest model to each cluster center. The final selected base-models are integrated using a sliding-window weighted average [1].

3 Experiments

The results are evaluated using the RMSE and ranks of our method compared to s.o.a methods for ensemble learning are computed. A rank of 1 means the model was the best performing on all time series.

DEMSC has advantages over the compared methods except for ADE. The approaches for combining individual forecasters, which are SE, SWE, OGD, FS, EWA and MLPOL, show a big difference in the average rank compared to DEMSC. Common ensemble methods like RF, GBM, OGD and Stacking, compare poorly to all methods specialized for combining forecasters. ADE is competitive to DEMSC and have a higher average rank, but it is comparable to DEMSC in terms of wins and losses. DEMSC is within the range
of the first 4 ranks and has a median of 1 with no clear outliers. More details about the method and the evaluation can be found in [2].

4 Conclusion and Future work

DEMSC: a novel, practically useful dynamic ensemble members selection framework for time series forecasting. DEMSC uses a two-staged selection procedure which on the one hand enhances accuracy by performing informed selection of base learners at test time based on a base models performance drift detection mechanism and diversity on the other hand through an online clustering approach. An exhaustive empirical evaluation, including 16 real-world datasets and multiple comparison algorithms shows the advantages of DEMSC. As a future work, we aim to add a drift-informed procedure for retraining the base-learners.
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Communication systems for upcoming Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) are an essential part of automated vehicles and intelligent traffic control. To analyze the performance capabilities of those communication systems simulations are indispensable, especially for scalability studies. In this report, the first available open source Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X) mode 4 simulator based on the discrete-event network simulator ns-3 is presented and the performance of C-V2X mode 4 is analyzed.

1 C-V2X Communication

For V2X communication two competing standards are proposed. The WLAN based IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 802.11p and 3GPPs (3rd Generation Partnership Project) LTE (Long Term Evolution)/5G based C-V2X standard, that this report is focused on. V2X communication is mainly based on periodic Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) and event-based Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs). CAM contains information regarding the vehicle status such as position, speed and direction while DENMs are send if for example a car accident is detected by the vehicles sensors. For C-V2X two modes are defined: Mode 3 an infrastructure based mode like common cellular services and mode 4, that is decentralized. To take advantage of the periodic and predictable nature of V2X communication services, sensing based Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) is introduced as distributed scheduling protocol of C-V2X’s mode 4.

With sensing-based SPS V-UEs (Vehicular User Equipment) reserve the for the transmission size necessary number of subchannels in the frequency domain for a random
number of consecutive periodic transmissions. Figure 1 shows a timeline of the resource allocation mechanism. Based on the received data from other vehicles within the past 1000 ms, the sensing window, a resource at time $n$ is selected or re-selected. The received data and the periodicity of the messages is used to create a list of potentially free resources and to pick one of these resources within the selection window. The selection window is defined by the V-UEs configuration (lower bound, $T_1$) and the maximum Packet Inter-Reception time allowed for the type of transmission (Upper bound, $T_2$). If no free resources are available the V-UE uses a occupied resource with low receive power, since vehicular communication services are only important for receivers nearby.

### 2 Simulative Performance Analysis

For the validation of the simulation results the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) as specified in [2] is used:

- The PRR is calculated by $X/Y$, where $Y$ is the number of V-UEs that are located in the baseline distance $(a, b)$ from the transmitter, and $X$ is the number of V-UEs with successful packet reception among $Y$.

Two simulation scenarios are defined for the performance analysis. A static worst case scenario with high vehicle density and a more realistic urban Manhattan grid scenario as used by 3GPP [2] including a mobility simulation based on the microscopic traffic simulator SUMO [4]. The scenarios are illustrated in Figure 2. The static scenarios dimensions are such that all transmitted packets will be received by all other vehicles. Beside the two scenarios, two cellular bandwidths are simulated, 10 MHz and 20 MHz, where higher bandwidths offer more resources. To align with the 3GPP studies the WINNER+ B1 channel model [5] has been added to the ns-3 simulator. For more details on the simulation parameters see [3].

The results shown in this report slightly differ from the original results presented in [3]
as the number of simulation runs and therefore the statistical relevance is higher. The scalability of vehicular communication is mandatory to guarantee road safety even for crowded inner city scenarios with a very large number of traffic participants. The results of the scalability analysis is shown by Figure 3. Even in the static worst case scenario with 10 MHz cellular bandwidth the LTE Rel. 14 requirements [1] for up to

Figure 2: Simulation scenarios.

Figure 3: Packet Reception Ratio for an increasing number of V-UEs for the static and urban scenario.
250 vehicles can be fulfilled. For 20 MHz and 250 vehicles a packet reception ratio of ca. 98 % is achieved. In the more realistic urban Manhattan grid scenario, due to the mobility of the vehicles and the bigger playground only several vehicles are within the communication range of each other. Here a packet reception ratio at around 99 % is achieved.

3 Conclusion

In this report an open source C-V2X mode 4 simulator implemented in the ns-3 network simulator is presented and the performance of C-V2X is analyzed. The performance analysis depicts that C-V2X mode 4 is highly scalable even for worst case scenarios. For more realistic, dynamic scenarios including vehicular mobility the scalability is even better and above the 3GPP rel. 14 V2X requirements. In contrast to other V2X simulators the presented simulator is open source and available for open research (https://github.com/FabianEckermann/ns-3_c-v2x) to gain not only comparable simulation results between different researchers but also to have other researchers verify the functionality of the simulator and thereby the presented simulation results.
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In the course of the deployment of public networks of the fifth generation of mobile communication (5G), a transition process is needed to firstly rely on current long term evolution (LTE) infrastructure while launching novel services and performance improvements enabled by 5G. With our end–to–end evaluation platform containing a software–defined radio millimeter wave (mmWave) transceiver system, such a non–standalone 5G system approach is assessed. The setup utilizes a mmWave radio link at 28 GHz in addition to an LTE network. Initial results prove the system’s suitability for ensuring quality of service for prioritized applications.

1 Motivation

Upcoming 5G networks are believed to enhance quality of service (QoS) support especially of applications with contrasting requirements. Thus, the application oriented QoS level needs to differently prioritize several traffic flows as the case may even be on one single device. For example, a vehicle may offer some real–time service parallel to basic telemetry transmissions. However, due to the supposed lengthy transition period from LTE to 5G, LTE’s infrastructure is initially supposed to be reused for 5G’s non–standalone mode. As depicted in Figure 1, our vision is to design an end–to–end system–of–systems suitable for 5G–like QoS during the transition phase as presented in [1].
For this, previous works form the building blocks:

- The characteristics of mmWave communications focusing on beam alignment and propagation peculiarities by means of phased array antennas are studied in [2].
- In [3], tinyLTE as a lean mobile network is presented running on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware with an open-source LTE implementation.
- From the core network viewpoint, our software-defined networking (SDN) management and orchestration (MANO) controller is introduced in [4] as part of our network slicing platform for managing data traffic flow rules.

With [1], aforementioned contributions are merged to allow for the evaluation of these key concepts and their interworking within an end-to-end mobile network development platform.

### 2 Architecture Concept

In the following, the confluence of the named contributions is expounded based on Figure 2. Due to the space limitation, only key aspects are subsequently highlighted, whereas further details can be found in [1].

Figure 2: In the proposed architecture concept, the base station logic is split into a central unit, which distributes the traffic flow to the LTE as well as a mmWave link according to the EN-DC approach. Additionally, the SDN MANO controller centrally coordinates flow rules for ensuring end-to-end QoS.
The basis is formed by tinyLTE of [3], which hosts the core as well as the radio access network and user equipment (UE) components by using network function virtualization (NFV) concepts. With the supposed dense deployment of base stations in 5G, the centralization of some of their functionalities may lead to a higher resource efficiency. For this reason, the split into a central and distributed units allows for concentrating higher protocol layer routines at the central unit while at the same time open up the lower protocol layers down to the physical transmission for other technologies like a mmWave radio link. Similar to the established dual connectivity (DC) operation mode, the split is implemented at the packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer to relax requirements compared to a split approach comparable with carrier aggregation, which would demand a precise synchronization of distributed units at a shared MAC layer.

5G NR introduces a radio access network (RAN) with improvements for the distinct application scenarios. The novel frequency spectrum in the mmWave domain constitutes more challenging radio propagation conditions on the one hand, but on the other hand, a vast amount of bandwidth is available for an increased data throughput. To overcome the RF peculiarities, directional communications by means of electronically steerable pencil beams are studied in [2]. With antenna arrays, the severe path loss is compensated by their beamforming gains in case of a proper beam alignment.

At the core network, network slicing enables the logical separation of end-to-end networks, which may still share a common physical infrastructure. Depending on QoS constraints, fractions of available physical resources are dynamically assigned to each isolated network slice. The SDN MANO controller of [4] facilitates the dynamical rearrangement of resources as programmable control plane of the entire network.

3 Experimental Setup and Performance Evaluation

In Figure 3, the hardware setup used for the subsequent evaluation is shown. As one advantage of virtualization, COTS hardware could be used for the core network as well as the LTE RAN part. Beside the software-defined radio (SDR) based LTE links, our mmWave transceiver system provides the 5G link by means of SDR hardware and phased antenna arrays using analog beamforming at 28.5 GHz.

The measurements are conducted by emulating data traffic in three phases. After firstly only data of a prioritized control application is transmitted, two additional data links, a
telemetry link at the same device and a conventional application on a separate device, are started in phases two and three, respectively.

The statistical evaluation of the end-to-end delay of the three applications during the consecutive phases is depicted in Figure 4. Since the control application uses the dedicated mmWave link, its delay is offset due to current interface constraints of the development platform. While the telemetry link is impaired by the conventional device competing for the same resources in phase three, the prioritized control application stays on the same level during all phases. This proves the logical separation of this network slice against the other two applications within the end-to-end mobile network architecture.

4 Conclusion

As the deployment of 5G is believed to be a lengthy transition period relying on LTE infrastructure, the presented work illustrates an end-to-end network architecture, where some 5G technology aspects are already incorporated to the predecessor mobile network. The results of lab measurements show, that virtualization, network slicing and the usage of mmWave spectrum can be exploited to build an end-to-end mobile network development platform base on LTE with 5G features like handling different application types on different, isolated network slices.
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Carnival parades are little studied so far. Recent studies show interesting and surprising physical properties [1]. In order to find out whether this described phenomenon is universal in nature and whether it occurs in other types of processions as well, movement data from other processions are needed. Especially in the case of carnival processions, this is a very difficult task, as almost all carnival processions take place on the same day and same time. This requires a corresponding amount of effort and resources. Within this contribution the development and application of a smartphone-based real-time tracking system for the special requirements in carnival parades is described.

1 Introduction

In a traffic system, the purpose of movement determines the "natural" speeds of road users, up to the point where the traffic density is so high that the interaction of the participants determines the traffic dynamics and thus the individual travel times. As a transport system that has so far been little described in literature, processions with a festive character (such as the Rhenish carnival processions, rifleman and costume parades, etc.) have interesting and surprising physical characteristics. Above a certain traffic density, a collapse of speeds and corresponding congestion is to be expected. Based
on an analysis of movement data of the Cologne Rose Monday Parade from 2014, a
counter effect is actually observed: Congestion or stop & go traffic, which dominates
the kinematics of parades, causes no delay at all, but in fact shortens the traveltime, the
later a participant starts to parade [1]. To verify the generic nature of this phenomenon
for carnival parades, more measurements of different carnival parades are essential. A
major difficulty in the anyway complex measurement of this transport system is the fact
that carnival parades take place simultaneously on a single day, namely Rose Monday, in
a wide variety of cities. In order to be able to carry out measurements on several parades
on this one day and at the same time be virtually unlimited in terms of the number of
measuring stations (participants in the parades), the measuring system was developed,
the conception and application of which is explained in the following.

2 Identification of Requirements

Starting point of the data analyzed in [1] was the first use of conventional, GPS-capable
handheld radio devices in the described parade. These should transmit the local coo-
rdinates and the time point of the current position to the central event control center
at predefined time intervals. There, the data is displayed in real time on a digital map,
which provides information about the current state of movement and location of the
parade, and archived for post-processing. In the following years the number of handheld
radio devices and at the same time the temporal resolution of the measurement was
increased on our advice. In this actually more accurate measurement, a considerable
part of the data was lost during transmission to the event control center. The temporal
and spatial structure (see fig. 1) of the data loss allows conclusions to be drawn about
the original cause. The data loss takes place within a period of time for almost the
entire spatial area along the parade route. The transmission interference is proportional
to the number of visitors, with large data losses mainly between 12:30 pm and 16:30
pm. Nevertheless, spatial sections along the parade path are shown in fig. 1, which
exhibit almost no data loss. On closer examination, it can be seen that these sections
are exactly those where the pageant itself is closest to the event control center, and data
transmission is subject to considerably less interference. In the area between 3000m and
4000m the pageant follows the most remote sections of the parade pathway. From there
to the event control center, the transmitted signals pass through the entire city center of
Cologne with its almost 1 million visitors, an area with a high electromagnetic load at that
time. The smart-phone-based measuring system is intended to use the internet access
of a smart-phone via the mobile phone connection as a transmission channel. Normally
(with sufficient supply via transmission and reception masts) no significant transmission
error is to be expected with this choice of method of measurement. A positioning of the
measuring points at the parade’s leader and the last participant, as well as at preferably
equal distances within the parade is also no challenge. In addition, the temporal reso-
Figure 1: The distance-time diagram of the Cologne Rose Monday Parade 2015. The particularly high number of visitors and the specific design of the radio concept led to a spatially and temporally structured data loss.

Solution of the measurement can be freely adjusted on the server side. In the event of a connection failure but continued GPS localization, the data to be transmitted is pre-stored locally on the smartphone until an Internet connection is re-established in order to send the data stored in the cache. Besides the disturbance of the data processing the presented measurement by means of loggers is limited on the one hand by the number of available devices and on the other hand by the time needed to install the devices and to cover the long distances between the measuring stations. The use of the smartphones of the parade participants virtually removes restrictions of the measurement regarding these two points. If the application is marketed accordingly, it is possible to measure tens of thousands of participants simultaneously - i.e. a complete carnival parade - which would be almost impossible with loggers. The system has been designed in such a way that, in addition to position data, some other metadata are collected, which the user can select himself (e.g. type of locomotion: on foot/on horseback/on car/etc.).
Figure 2: A smartphone-based GNSS real-time tracker application system for position data acquisition of participants in carnival parades: MotionTrackerUDE. a) Firstly the user selects the carnival parade and b) secondly chooses metadata information about his participation in the parade (on foot, on horseback, in the car, etc.)

3 Outlook

The measurement system presented here is to be used in the coming carnival season to collect traffic data from several parades (Rose Monday Parade Duisburg, Rose Monday Parade Mainz, Carnival parade in Duisburg Wehofen) simultaneously for the first time. Independent of the applications presented here, this measuring system can be easily adapted to other transport modes. A survey of individual traffic participants in order to record the corresponding individual dynamics within the framework of the systematic measurement inaccuracies is also possible without further ado.
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In this report, Data-driven Network Simulation (DDNS) is presented as a novel methodological approach for analyzing the performance of vehicular anticipatory communication networks. In contrast to existing solutions such as Discrete Event Simulation (DES), DDNS allows to derive close to reality representations of concrete real world networks based on machine learning.

1 Data-driven Network Simulation

System-level network simulation based on DES has a emerged as the de-facto standard method for evaluating mobile communication networks. However, due to the highly complex parameter initialization – related to unknown and confidential value definitions – as well as other impact factors such as missing features, simulating models are often not able to mimic the behavior of a novel method in a concrete real world scenario. In order to overcome these issues and to provide a highly accurate and controllable simulation environment, the proposed DDNS [1] method relies on machine learning-based modeling of end-to-end performance indicators such as the end-to-end date rate. Real world traces of network quality indicators are replayed and fed into the machine learning pipeline which leverages the results of previous work focusing on data rate prediction in vehicular networks [2, 3]. A comparison of the system architectures of the two considered simulation approaches is shown in Fig. 1. Since DES relies on modeling actual communicating entities and their respective protocol stacks, the resulting system complexity is much higher than for the proposed DDNS method.
The actual simulation process relies on a two-stage approach that sequentially executes specialized machine learning models:

- **Prediction**: Based on the replayed context traces, data rate prediction is performed according to [2]. For each time step, a Random Forest model is applied to forecast the currently achievable data rate $Y_{RF}$ based on the measured network context features.

- **Derivation Modeling**: Since the predictions are imperfect, a *virtual measurement* is required which pays attention to the derivations between prediction model and real world observations. For this purpose, a Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) model is used to learn the statistical derivations the predictions $Y_{RF}$ and measurements $Y$.

With the assumption of a gaussian error distribution, each prediction $\tilde{y}_{RF}$ is converted into a virtual measurement $\tilde{y}_{GPR}$ as shown in Fig. 2 by sampling from the confidence interval of the GPR model as

$$\tilde{y}_{GPR}(\tilde{y}_{RF}) = \mathcal{N}(\tilde{Y}_{GPR}(\tilde{y}_{RF}), \sigma_{GPR}^{2}(\tilde{y}_{RF}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

However, due to the statistical properties of the sampling process, impossible values (such as negative data rates) might occur. Therefore, a final correction step is
applied which aligns the sample with the value range of the indicator as

\[ \bar{y} = \begin{cases} 
\min(\bar{Y}_{RF}) & \bar{y}_{GPR} < \min(\bar{Y}_{RF}) \\
\max(\bar{Y}_{RF}) & \bar{y}_{GPR} > \max(\bar{Y}_{RF}) \\
\bar{y}_{GPR} & \text{else}
\end{cases} \] (2)

Figure 2: Application of GPR for consideration of the derivations of the prediction model from the real world measurements.

2 Real World Validation

In order to validate the proposed method, DDNS is compared to DES (based on the SimuLTE framework of Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++)) as well as to real world measurements. Different variants of the anticipatory data transfer method Channel-aware Transmission (CAT) are analyzed. As a reference, periodic data transmissions are considered. For the DES, the network topology is modeled according to the real world locations of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) base stations. During the simulations, the trajectory of the vehicle is replayed based on the real world location measurements. DDNS furthermore, considers the real world network indicator measurements. For both simulative approaches, the goal is to achieve a good match with the real world measurements. An overview about the behavior of the different data transfer methods and analysis methods is shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen that the proposed DDNS achieves a significantly more realistic behavior or the considered methods and is able to provide a good representation of the statistical
properties which are observed in the real world. In contrast, the DES approach is not able to model the observed benefits of the CAT schemes as the channel dynamics and the interplay of the network participants and the network infrastructure show significant derivations from the real world behavior.

3 Conclusion and Further Research

The proof-of-concept results show that DDNS can be utilized as an accurate method for simulating the end-to-end behavior of mobile communication systems. In future work, the developed methodological approach will be utilized for performing the exploration phase of reinforcement learning-based data transfer methods.
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Adaptation of the Lee-model for urban and automated traffic in different models
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This report sums up our recent research on adapting the Lee-model [4] in such a way, that it can be used to simulate urban traffic in front of and passing through a intersection, as well as to simulate automated and heterogeneous traffic. To this end, a new method to design intersections in a cellular automata model was introduced, the time step length of the model was changed and additional rules were added to the Lee model.

1 Introduction

The simulation of urban traffic with the help of cellular automatons results in many problems which restrict the number of lanes before a intersection or the number of directions vehicle can drive to from each lane like in [1], or [6]. The Lee problem furthermore implemented a maximal deceleration possibility which complicates the interaction at intersections since agents have to decide multiple time steps ahead how to behave. For these reasons, changes to the Lee model and a new way so simulate intersections in cellular automaton models have been researched and will be summarised in section 2. Afterwards, section 3 will show how automated vehicle can be simulated in a cellular automaton model, even through their reaction times vastly differ from humans. To this end, the Lee model will again be adapted into a different model, with a time step length below one second and a few changes to the rules.
2 Intersection simulation

To simulate intersection traffic in Lee’s cellular automaton model [4], first Potmeiers accident free version [5] was implemented. Then a general rule to create intersections out of cells (see fig. 1 for an example intersection) was introduced and it was defined how agent interact with traffic lights.

As fig. 2 shows, the car following time—which describes how long an agent takes to enter the intersection after its leading vehicle—is steadily above 4 s. Experimental values in [3] show that this value should be around 2 s instead. To adapt these car following times into the Lee-model the acceleration was changed from 1 to:

\[
d_n^{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
  k \cdot a, & \text{if } v_n^{t+1} - v_n^t + a_n^{t+1} \tau \geq \Delta v_a \\
  a, & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

With this, Agent could travel through intersections in a realistic way. Afterwards, additional rules were implemented to prevent turning vehicle from stopping or reducing crossing flows and lastly rules which prevent deadlocks were included.

3 Automated vehicle

After analysing intersection traffic, the current work is about automated vehicles and heterogeneous traffic in a cellular automaton model. To this end, the Lee-model (more
Figure 2: Car following times for different sets of system parameter.

precisely Pottmeiers accident free version of it) are once again adapted. This time, the
time step length was changed to 0.1 s, which is the current communication time required
for 4G, while still retaining the reaction time of 1 s for human driven vehicles. As one
can see in fig. 3, the 0.1 s time step length model is able to reproduce the original results
with only a few small differences due to of differences in statistics.

Figure 3: Fundamental diagram for the original version of the Lee-model as well as for
Pottmeiers and the 0.1 time step length version.

Automated vehicle were then introduced in the model. They have no dawdle probability
and a reduced reaction as well as car following time of 0.5 s. As shown in fig. 4 the
heterogeneous traffic with automated vehicle improves the road capacity in a non linear way up to $\approx 4800 \text{ vehicle/hour}$ and is a well fit with the theory presented in [2].

![Figure 4: Road capacity in dependence of the percentage of automated vehicle. The red line represents the theoretical obtainable capacities.](image)
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Genomic data obtained from experiments is never free of errors. Either errors in the data have to be corrected or existing methods have to be adapted to take certain error profiles into account, such that results can be stated with respect to these profiles.

1 Error correction and barcode design in MERFISH data

Multiplexed Error Robust Fluorescence In Situ Hybridisation (MERFISH) [5] is an approach for single-cell transcriptomics with spatial information, based on the repeated application of single molecule FISH (smFISH). For each species of RNA (e.g. mRNA transcript under investigation), a barcode sequence $\in \{0, 1\}^n$ and corresponding fluorescent probes are designed such that in the $i$-th round of smFISH imaging a fluorescent signal is emitted iff the barcode’s $i$-th entry is 1 (and no signal if the entry is 0). By observing the bit pattern at each imaged pixel, it can be inferred which transcript is present at the corresponding location. Due to background noise and biological as well as chemical issues [1,5], real-world data does not exhibit a one-to-one correspondence between designed barcode and observed bit pattern: Some true signals may not be recorded (false negatives), and similarly some spurious signals may be observed (false positives). Experience shows that false negatives happen more frequently than false positives. Because these errors are hard to avoid technologically, a decoding strategy is part of MERFISH protocols, which estimates true RNA transcript abundances from the observed barcode frequencies. Due to observational error rates and design decisions, the number of transcripts that can be targeted simultaneously using this technology has been limited so
far. We designed an iterative algorithm that alternates between estimating error rates and decoding barcodes (i.e. correcting erroneous barcodes), which allows to increase the number of targets by one to two orders of magnitude while achieving reasonable transcript quantification accuracy and lifting restrictions on protocol design. For each pair \((b_j, b_k) \in \{0, 1\}^n \times \{0, 1\}^n\) of barcodes, we can model a probability \(a_{jk} = \mathbb{P}(b_j \leftarrow b_k)\) to transition from \(b_k\) to \(b_j\) using \(2n\) positional error variables \(\varepsilon_i^{(0\leftarrow 1, 1\leftarrow 0)}\). Since each \(b_i\) has an associated observed frequency \(y_i \in [0, 1]\), we can model the true frequencies \(x_i\) as the solution of

\[
\mathbb{E}[y] = \sum_k a_{jk}(\varepsilon) \cdot x_k, \quad \text{or} \quad \mathbb{E}[y] = A(\varepsilon) \cdot x \quad \text{in matrix-vector notation.}
\]

In MERFISH protocol MHD4.2, \(n = 16\) bits are used for the barcodes; hence, error transition matrix \(A\) has shape \(2^{16} \times 2^{16}\) and – assuming double-precision entries – would require about 32GiB of RAM. Instead of constructing the full matrix and inverting that\(^1\), we assume that transition probabilities below a certain threshold to be zero instead, hence increasing sparsity, allowing us to employ successive over-relaxation for solving the system instead. At this point the error probabilities \(\varepsilon = (\varepsilon_{(0\leftarrow 1, 1\leftarrow 0)}^{i})_{i=0,\ldots,n}\) are not known yet. We use gradient descent to solve

\[
\min_{\varepsilon} \frac{1}{2n^2} \|y - A(\varepsilon) x\|_2^2.
\]

However, \(x\) needs to be known in order to solve for \(\varepsilon\). So we initially either need to estimate \(x\) or \(\varepsilon\) before we can start alternating between solving for \(\varepsilon\) and \(x\).

### 2 Fusion detection in Oxford nanopore sequencing data

In contrast to Illumina sequencers, which produce reads of length 150bp or 300bp, Oxford nanopore sequencing reads can span tens to hundreds of kilobases [3], thus allowing analysis of larger structural variations, such as large deletions or gene fusions. The latter can for example be the result of interstitial deletions, causing two genes that were far apart to “fuse” and be recognized as a new gene comprised of a prefix of the first gene and a suffix of the second one. Fusion genes are often associated with disease; it is therefore of clinical relevance to be able to identify fusion genes in patients’ samples.

However, the way nanopore sequencing works makes reads error-prone to so called homopolymer errors: during base-calling, the length of runs of identical bases in a sequence are misjudged to be either larger or smaller than the actual run-lengths. To cope with these errors, we propose to collapse any homopolymer run in both nanopore reads and target sequence. While this increases ambiguity for possible alignments of the reads (or

\(^{1}\)if at all invertible
kmer index of the collapsed target sequence allows quick lookup of the positions of each kmer of a collapsed read in the target. Then, finding possible candidates for gene fusions involves identifying runs of kmers in a read, such that

1. the read is made of at least two consecutive runs of kmers,
2. the gap between these runs is large enough to be considered relevant (i.e. can be assumed to be drawn from the distribution of distances between neighbouring genes),
3. the runs stem from different genes.

Item 1 is not as trivial to satisfy as it may seem, since even though homopolymer errors have been ignored, nanopore reads may still contain substitutions and insertions/deletions, resulting in read kmers which either do not have a corresponding target kmer at all or way too many target kmers. However, a single substitution in a window of length \( k \) in a read sequence will lead to exactly (as long as it does not occur within a homopolymer run) \( k \) kmers having either different target positions than the preceding and following kmers or no target positions at all, i.e. results in a pattern that can easily be recognized and corrected.

The specifics of this approach still need to be validated, and fusion candidates obtained using this approach need to be verified experimentally.

3 Extending PairHMMs to consider homopolymer errors

Pair Hidden Markov Models are a way of comparing two sequences, enabling a probabilistic assessment of the relatedness of these two sequences (with respect to the underlying model). The standard PairHMM [2] for sequence alignment has 3 relevant states, \textit{Match}, \textit{Gap}_x and \textit{Gap}_y. However, as seen above, nanopore reads have a higher rate of homopolymer errors, which, as long as these are not close to the probabilities to open and extend gaps, are not part of the standard model. We are working on extending the standard model to be able to give proper probabilities for the relatedness of two sequences obtained by nanopore sequencing, in order to improve postprocessing variant callers such as \textit{varlociraptor} [4]. Error profiles including substitutions, insertions/deletions as well as certain motif dependent errors for Illumina platforms and Oxford Nanopore MinION have been studied extensively [3, 6]. These studies do not address homopolymer errors specifically. So to obtain transition probabilities for use in the extended model, we use Oxford nanopore data publicly available for the NA12878 sample.

\footnote{omitting start and end states}
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Lung cancer (LC) is the leading cause of cancer-related death and five-year survival rates are below 20% due to advanced stage at diagnosis, intratumoral heterogeneity and therapy resistance. Early detection of tumor progression and therapy resistance is therefore an unmet medical need. Fusion genes and transcripts such as the EML4-ALK variant that occur in 3-5% of all LCs are good candidates for monitoring tumor cells. Nanopore sequencing is an emerging technology potentially allowing detection of tumor-specific alterations including fusion genes with high sensitivity and specificity. In the current project we establish a workflow for detecting fusion transcripts in the EML4-ALK variant 3a positive lung cancer cell line NCI-H2228.

1 Introduction

Lung cancer (LC) is the most common cancer type and the leading cause of cancer-related death. LC can be categorized into small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) that account for 15% and 85%, respectively [1]. Molecular profiling of advanced NSCLC revealed various genetic alterations such as anaplastic lymphoma receptor tyrosine kinase (ALK) rearrangements, resulting in the development of specific targeted therapies. Despite advances in detection and treatment, LC patients still have a poor long-term survival. Therefore, a better understanding of the molecular tumor evolution would improve clinical outcome. Conventional whole genome and transcriptome sequencing technologies are long-established methods for uncovering the
genetic diversity of many cancers. In contrast, nanopore sequencing is a relatively new method that allows real-time sequencing of long reads by measuring ion current changes when a DNA/RNA strand passes through a nanopore (Figure 2)[3]. The extended read length enables simpler detection of structural variants like deletions, duplications, insertions and fusion genes such as EML4-ALK.

Figure 1: Lung Cancer Evolution Environmental or genetic factors can influence carcinogenesis of normal epithelial cells by aberrant activation of tumor promoting pathways (proliferation, invasion, angiogenesis) or downregulation of tumor suppressing pathways (apoptosis). During the course of the disease, most tumors become more heterogeneous, leading to diverse subpopulations. Even after LC patients are treated, many suffer from relapses due to resistant clones [3,4].

Figure 2: Nanopore Sequencing Principle When a DNA strand approaches the nanopore, a motor protein unzips the DNA and pulls the single-strand through the nanopore. The nucleotides entering the nanopore cause characteristic changes in the ion current that can be measured and characterized.
2 Detecting ALK fusions in an EML4-ALK expressing cell line using the nanopore sequencer MinION

Preliminary experiments revealed positive EML4-ALK variant 3a gene- and protein expression in the LC cell line NCI-H2228 (Figure 3a,b). Based on these results, a pilot sequencing run was performed. Using the nanopore sequencer MinION and the direct RNA kit (both *Oxford Nanopore Technologies*), the transcriptome of NCI-H2228 was determined. Reads that passed quality control were aligned against the human Ensembl cDNA database (GRCh38) and the EML4-ALK transcript variant 3a (AB374361.1) using the alignment algorithm Sublong (Rsubread). The mapping of 898,284 reads against the cDNA database led to 727,838 positively aligned reads (81%) including eleven reads and two reads for EML4 and ALK, respectively. The mapping against the EML4-ALK variant 3a reference revealed two aligned reads however only one is covering the fusion breakpoint (Figure 3c).

Figure 3: **Detection of EML4-ALK Variant 3a** Gene and protein expression in NCI-H2228 cells were verified by PCR (A) and Western Blot (B) analyses, respectively. The alignment of Nanopore reads revealed 11 reads against EML4 and 2 reads against ALK. Both ALK reads mapped to EML4-ALK variant 3a, however only one covered the breakpoint, thereby confirming the fusion transcript (C).
3 Conclusion and Outlook

Although Western Blot and PCR analyses revealed positive EML4-ALK variant 3a expression in NCI-H2228, RNA sequencing identified only one read covering the predicted breakpoint. This in turn suggests that also EML4 and ALK wild-type alleles are expressed in these cells. The paucity of EML4-ALK reads could be explained by the excessive background of ribosomal protein coding- and housekeeping genes that are frequently observed in nanopore RNA sequencing. These technical issues are currently being addressed by e.g. depletion of ribosomal genes and enrichment of coding mRNA.
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Active class selection can make resource-aware decisions on what training data to simulate. In the last year, we have proposed a distinction between this learning scheme and a different one also related to learning from simulations. Moreover, we have surveyed the existing publications on active class selection to develop expectations for future work on the topic, particularly in the context of controllable simulations.

1 Introduction

The high computational cost associated with simulation requires smart decisions on which scenarios to simulate. Here, we consider simulations which produce training data for classification problems. Moreover, we assume that the production of new data is conditioned on the class, i.e. one can decide for a class for which an observation is produced. The simulations employed in astro-particle physics depict a prime use case for this learning scheme; they produce data for arbitrarily chosen particle classes, which is then used to train classification systems. The high amount of energy required to run these simulations demands for a trade-off between classification accuracy and simulation cost.

Figure 1: $N$ additional samples are produced from desired label proportions $\bar{q} \in \mathbb{R}^{|\mathcal{Y}|}$.
2 Forward and Backward Learning

There is a recent attention towards the employment of simulated data in machine learning, an integration sometimes termed simulation data mining [5, 6]. The benefit of this paradigm is that less or even no data is required from the actual system, e.g. if data acquisition is costly or if this system is not yet deployed.

We argue that every simulation is based on some kind of generative model which evolves the system’s state over time. Specifically, we observe that simulations produce an outcome $\vec{s} \in S$ from an initial state $\vec{s}_0 \in S_0$. If we intend to make resource-aware decisions on what data to simulate for training, we must clarify in which causal direction the learning task is defined. Most commonly, the learning task is defined in a "forward" fashion, i.e. the goal is to predict the outcome $\vec{s}$ of an initial state $\vec{s}_0$. In other use cases like astro-particle physics, the learning task is "backward", i.e. the goal is to predict $\vec{s}_0$ from $\vec{s}$. This causal direction has an immediate implication on how we can reduce the number of simulation runs. While the forward learning scheme can be optimized by active learning (selecting objects to label), the backward scheme can be optimized by active class selection (selecting labels to generate objects for) [2].

3 Active Class Selection

The promise of active class selection is that the proportions of classes can be optimized in newly acquired data. We surveyed the results on existing methods for this task [3, 4] and found that random sampling, the baseline method, performs highly competitive with respect to resource efficiency [1]. Namely, it is amongst the best strategies in five out of eight data sets. To date, it is not yet clear if this observation stems from the difficulty of active class selection itself or from the methods proposed.

Another noteworthy observation is that all data sets used in active class selection consist of at least three classes of varying difficulty [1]. In fact, when selecting class labels to generate data for, we can only expect to improve performance for pairs of classes in between which the decision boundary is not yet based on a sufficient number of samples. Moreover, we cannot reasonably expect the existing methods to optimize data acquisition in binary classification problems or in problems with homogeneous class difficulty.

4 Recent Progress and Future Work

We have recently considered the proportions of classes in the training data as a meta-parameter of the learning method. From this perspective, meta-parameter tuning becomes a vehicle for active class selection. Where the existing heuristics for active class
selection [4] evaluate the performance of a classifier in the last acquisition round, we designed our approach to learn from all past rounds and to extrapolate into the next acquisition. What we found, however, is that the level of noise in this setting is too high for a straight-forward application of meta-parameter tuning techniques. Namely, one fixed three-class configuration \((N_1, N_2, N_3)\) consisting of the number of samples in each class can have a wide range of performance values. The quality of a configuration strongly depends on whether the samples are close to a decision boundary or not. Therefore, we cannot learn from label configurations \((N_1, N_2, N_3)\) alone. We must take the feature space into account, as indicated by Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Generating one additional observation of the positive class might be a) informative or b) not informative with respect to the previous decision boundary.

In the future, we also intend to study relaxations of the “pure” active class selection problem. Indeed, the simulations used in astro-particle physics (and also other data generators) are not only controlled by class proportions, but also from additional parameters. Optimizing simulations only with respect to class proportions therefore means to limit the actual task artificially—and maybe even detrimentally.

5 Conclusion

The idea of actively selecting classes to generate data for promises that simulations can be optimized for resource efficiency. We are constantly trying to push the limits of what can be achieved with this learning scheme, also gaining a better understanding of why the task appears to be so difficult. As one particular difficulty, we have identified the randomness of the data-generating process.

Since simulated data is the basis for every analysis in astro-particle physics, optimizing simulations for resource efficiency can have an impact on the resource footprint of all work packages of the C3 project. We are hosting the latest information on our efforts at https://sfb876.tu-dortmund.de/simulation-data-mining.
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The MAGIC telescopes, two Air Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes at La Palma are sensitive in the energy regime from the GeV to the TeV range and are extremely capable instruments for studying gamma-ray sources in the Universe. With a ratio of photons to hadrons up to 1:10000 for the detected showers, the background offers large statistics. Energy reconstruction for charged particles can yield interesting results both for background rejection and scientific studies of the Cosmic Ray spectrum. Two methods for the energy regression are presented and compared. While the first method uses look-up tables to estimate the particles energy and performs the standard analysis method of the MAGIC collaboration, the second approach is based on a random forest algorithm. Using simulated proton showers, we perform the energy estimation of energetic charged particles.

The MAGIC Telescopes

MAGIC [1] is a system of two Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes at the Roque de los Muchachos, a mountain of 2200 m height at La Palma, Canary Islands. Originally it was built for the detection and investigation of gamma-ray sources. Besides high energetic photons, cosmic rays also cause showers entering the atmosphere. The ratio of photons to hadrons is up to 1:10000 for the showers detected in the MAGIC’s energy detection range. Hence the measurements of IACTs offer besides the analysis of gamma-ray sources a great opportunity to investigate the cosmic ray spectrum in the certain energy regime.
The Cosmic Ray Spectrum

Unlike photons or neutrinos, hadrons pose the challenge that their origin is difficult to reconstruct because they can be deflected by intergalactic magnetic fields on the way from their source to earth. This leads to the fact, that a diffuse cosmic ray flux is measured on earth. Although the cosmic ray spectrum is now being investigated in many experiments, the energy range of MAGIC is relatively unexplored. Therefore it is reasonable to create hadronic simulations and build models to reconstruct the energy of the cosmic rays detected by MAGIC.

Energy Reconstruction with Look-up Tables

The currently used tool for the reconstruction of the primary gamma particle is the so-called lookup table. It is quite evident that this method can also be applied to proton energy reconstruction and check the performance. The lookup table makes use of the fact, that the energy of a primary gamma particle is approximately proportional to the number of Cherenkov photons in the shower and therefore also to the amount of photo-electrons measured by the photo multiplier tubes in the camera. The amount of detected shower photo-electrons is called ‘size’ and one of the most important parameter for the energy reconstruction.

The principle of a lookup table is straight forward: the simulated data is divided into bins for important parameters like the size. The average of the simulated energy in every bin will be the prediction for the data to be analyzed. In the standard analysis of MAGIC, the simulations are binned in two dimensions, the parameter ‘sqrt(log(size))’ and the ratio between ‘impact’ and ‘cherenkov radius’. The entries in the table are the ‘energy*cherenkov density/size’ for every simulated event. The energy is reconstructed separately for the telescopes and then calculated by the average of both estimations.

Energy Reconstruction with a Random Forest

The energy of the primary particle can also be estimated by a random forest. For this work, two applications of a random forest are tested: the implemented tool of the MAGIC standard analysis software, which is tested for the energy estimation of gamma rays, in the following called ‘random forest’ and the framework named ‘aict-tools’ [3], especially written for the analysis of CTA and FACT data.

Both random forests are trained on the same data set with the same features and hyper parameter tuning.
Results and Outlook

The available simulations contain protons and helium particles. The lookup tables and random forests were trained on proton simulations. The resulting migration matrices are shown in figure 1. The bias and the resolution of the energy estimation with the different methods are shown in figure 2. According to the graphs, the energy reconstruction works with all three methods, whereby the lookup table performs better at lower energies than the random forests. At higher energies the random forests have a smaller bias.
then the lookup table. In order to test the methods in the application on real data, the reconstructed energy of both real data and simulations is displayed and compared in a histogram, see figure 3. The combined data set consists of proton and helium simulations

Figure 3: The distribution of the energy reconstructed with aict-tools. The random forest was trained on proton simulations and then applied to a second set of proton simulations, as well as on a proton-helium set and real observation data.

to represent the real cosmic ray spectrum. The simulation matches the data at lower energies, a mismatch is clearly seen in higher energies. This mismatch can be explained by the fact that at higher energies the fraction of heavier nuclei in the cosmic ray spectrum increases.

The next steps in this project are the application of a larger training set with heavier nuclei like iron, oxygen and carbon and the particle identification using machine learning.
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IceCube is a neutrino detector located at the geographic South Pole, instrumenting a cubic kilometer of glacial ice. A major goal of IceCube is the detection of astrophysical neutrino sources. Therefore, a real-time alert system was implemented to enable multi-messenger astronomy. Events that pass certain selection criteria are reconstructed in real-time on-site at the South Pole. If these events meet the requirements, they are sent out as alerts to telescopes around the world, enabling follow-up observations. Precise and fast reconstruction methods are necessary to abide the harsh resource constraints given on-site. The inclusion of cascade-like events harbors further challenges due to their inherently difficult angular reconstruction. In this paper, a deep learning-based reconstruction method is presented, which enables the accurate and fast reconstruction of cascade-like events and thus the implementation of a cascade alert stream.

1 CNN-based Real-Time Cascade Reconstruction

In order to implement a cascade real-time alert stream in IceCube, reliable and efficient cascade reconstruction methods are required. We use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based reconstruction method [1] and develop a technique to obtain accurate uncertainty contours. The CNN reconstructs the neutrino direction by predicting the components of the unit direction vector. In addition, uncertainty estimates on each direction vector component are obtained. This is accomplished through the use of a loss function that is composed of three independent 1D Gaussian Likelihoods for each
The 50% and 90% containment contours are shown on the left for an example event. The quality of the uncertainty estimate can be quantified by calculating the coverage, e.g. how many events actually fall within the estimated contour, for a certain central quantile.

The output of the CNN therefore consists of the best fit direction as well as the estimated standard deviation of the Gaussian residuals.

The obtained uncertainty estimates on each of the direction vectors can then be utilized to construct uncertainty contours around the best fit direction. An example contour is shown on the left of Fig. 1 and the coverage obtained on a sample of simulated events is illustrated on the right.

The CNN is trained on a baseline simulation set as well as simulation sets with varied systematic parameters. This enables the CNN to include known systematic uncertainties and to extend the contours appropriately. As shown on the right of Fig. 1, an excellent coverage is obtained on the test set.

Events that pass certain selection criteria undergo initial and simplified reconstructions in real-time on-site at the South Pole and are then sent north via satellite [2]. Once the events are received per satellite, alerts are sent out to telescopes around the world and more advanced reconstruction methods are triggered. When the advanced reconstruction methods are completed, refined directions and uncertainty contours are distributed.

The developed CNN-based method is fast and efficient enough to be run directly at the South Pole. However, in order to test the developed method prior to deployment on-site, a real-time bot is implemented that automatically reconstructs the events which are sent north via satellite and then distributes the results internally via the messenger platforms Slack and Telegram. Figure 2 shows the result of the reconstruction for the HESE [3] alert IceCube-200110A.
Despite its success, the CNN-based reconstruction has its limitations. The employed convolutional layers do not optimally use available timing information and cannot naturally handle the geometry of the detector, which limits the full exploitation of translational invariance. This could potentially be solved with the help of geometric deep learning. However, translational invariance in the measured data in IceCube is only approximately given due to inhomogeneities in the detector medium, and more symmetries and prior knowledge exist, which remain unused.

An alternative approach to include further symmetries and prior knowledge is developed. This approach combines the strengths of both maximum-likelihood-estimation and deep learning [4]. A generative network, the cascade-generator, is trained to estimate the expected pulses in the detector based on a cascade hypothesis. Once the generator is trained, it can be used in reverse to fit the cascade hypothesis for a given set of measured pulses in the detector. In this approach, symmetries and prior knowledge can easily be utilized, similarly to maximum-likelihood methods. As a result, the reconstruction performance can be further improved compared to the CNN-based (DNN reco) and standard reconstruction method (Monopod [5]) in IceCube as shown in fig. 3.

3 Conclusion and Outlook

A real-time bot is implemented that utilizes the CNN-based cascade reconstruction method to automate the reconstruction of cascade events for a new cascade alert-stream.
Figure 3: On the left, the angular resolution for cascade events is shown for the current state-of-the-art reconstruction method (Monopod [5]) and for the newly developed CNN-based reconstruction (DNN reco) and the cascade-generator. On the right, the cascade vertex resolution is shown for the current standard method and the cascade-generator.

in IceCube. The CNN-based reconstruction method can provide fast and accurate reconstructions combined with reliable uncertainty contours. Currently, the real-time bot is being tested internally in IceCube. In parallel, a novel approach is developed which combines the benefits of maximum-likelihood-estimation and deep learning. This approach can exploit symmetries and prior knowledge and therefore has the capability to surpass current state-of-the-art reconstructions in IceCube.
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The elliptical galaxy 3C 84 (z = 0.017) is located at the Perseus cluster and one of the closest and brightest radio galaxies. Because of its proximity it has been observed and studied quite well over years with different ground- and space-based detectors and telescopes. The fact, that we measure both gamma and radio emission and are able to distinguish different radio emission regions within the source opens quite unique opportunities. Since the acceleration mechanisms are quite unclear, TeV radio galaxies like 3C 84 are perfect candidates to study these mechanisms. As a first approach I segmented the different radio emission regions, investigate the correlation of multiwavelength lightcurves and undertake some calculations to restrict the possible gamma-ray emission region, by using estimations of the optical depth of the broad line region.

Data

3C 84 is monitored by multiple gamma-ray detectors, e.g. the Major Atmospheric Gamma-Ray Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC) telescopes, that measure the source at very high energies since 2010 in an irregular order. MAGIC detected a strong gamma-ray flare at the beginning of 2017 [2]. FermiLAT also observes at MeV range since 2008 very regularly and reported a continuous increase in flux from 2008 to 2018, since then, the flux decreased quite abrupt. Radio data from the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) reveal the structure of the source as follows: the core component C1, which is assumed to host the black hole, is rather stable in size and flux; C2 an old component south east from the
core is very faint in these days and a newer component C3 that emerges from the core in 2007, reaches its peak intensity in 2016 and is now nearly vanished [7]. Additionally to that, optical data are available.

Figure 1: Radio Map of 3C84

Figure 2: Segmented emission regions found by the random walker algorithm.

Total Intensity Emission Regions

To study the total intensity of the separate emission regions, it was necessary to develope and use new techniques, because the standard approach (fitting Gaussian components manually in Difmap [8]) is not suitable for the amount of data (85 maps), which is available these days. For this reason I, used a random walker algorithm [6] to separate the different emission regions in all maps automatically 2. Some adjustments still have to be done with this approach, but far less than with Difmap. The segmentation reveals that the increase in total flux clearly comes from the variable and moving C3 region. C1 is stable as expected 3.

Unbinned Discrete Correlation Function

To further investigate the behavior of the multiwavelength lightcurves and search for correlations, an UDCF [3] was adapted to the data. For this purpose, 1000 artificial lightcurves were produced and correlated using DelcGen [4] to estimate the significance of the result. The C1 lightcurve show a 3σ correlation with the FermiLAT gamma-ray lightcurve, as well as the optical R-band data correlated with VLBA 43 GHz C1.
Restriction to the Gamma-Ray Emission Region

The fact, that we see gamma-rays as well as radio emission from a single source challenge some models, which try to explain the acceleration mechanisms within these sources. It is still unclear, if the emission is produced in the core of a source near the central black hole or further downstream the jet. Following calculations of Finke [5], it is possible to give at least a minimal distance of the emission region from the black hole, by calculating the absorption of photons in the broad line region of a source, depending on its energy and distance to the black hole. For this purpose, I fitted a logparabola spectrum modified by a photo-absorption term to the data measured by MAGIC and FermiLAT. The fitted values clearly states, that (under the assumption the model used by Finke is correct and only one emission region exists) the gamma-ray emission takes place outside the broad line region and therefore not near the central black hole. With this findings, some models, e.g. the magnetospheric model [1], can be excluded.

Figure 3: Multiwavelength lightcurves of NGC 1275 (aka. 3C 84)

Figure 4: Unbinned discrete correlation function.

Figure 5: Photo-absorbed logparabola-fit on FermiLAT and MAGIC data, using two different shapes of the BLR, following [5].
Outlook

As a next step the longterm lightcurve of the VHE emission is needed from the MAGIC observations. For this reason all the data, MAGIC has ever taken from this source, has to be analysed. This longterm analysis is a quite crucial task, due to the current state of the MAGIC analysis software, which is not suitable scalable for such longterm analyses. The next step is therefore to automatize these analysis, so that longterm analyses will be possible and produce a very valuable scientific outcome.
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The MAGIC telescopes, two imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, are used to monitor very-high gamma-ray emission of active galactic nuclei. Especially in the case of variable sources, long-term observations can provide information on emission and acceleration mechanisms. In the analysis of MAGIC data, the main challenges are the separation of gamma-ray events from background and the reconstruction of energy and direction. Since data of a long-term observation are collected under various environmental conditions, it is a challenge to analyze these data in a consistent way. In order to ensure an uniform analysis, automated analysis is a suitable solution.

Gamma-Ray Astronomy with the MAGIC Telescopes

MAGIC is a system of two imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes located at the Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma, Canary Islands, at about 2200 m above sea level. MAGIC detects Cherenkov light from air showers induced by gamma rays with energies from 50 GeV to 50 TeV [4]. In 2011 and 2012, the performance of MAGIC has been significantly improved by series of upgrades [5]. MAGIC achieves its best performance under dark conditions. But to extend the duty cycle, observations are performed with different background level, e.g. under moonlight [1].

The analysis of data is performed with MARS, the MAGIC analysis and reconstruction software [6] following the standard analysis chain described in [5]. One main challenge
in gamma-ray astronomy is the separation of gamma-ray-induced events from the background, consisting of hadron-induced events. This separation as well as the reconstruction of origin and energy of the primary gamma ray is estimated with look-up tables and random forests. In MARS Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of gamma-ray events are used for training of models. As several hardware modifications took place after 2012 and the conditions (e.g. dust on the mirrors of the telescopes) are variable, different MC sets are available for different periods. For the analysis of data taken under moonlight, the standard analysis has to be adapted with proper cleaning levels [1].

**Long Term Analysis of Active Galactic Nuclei**

The emission range of active galactic nuclei (AGN) cover the entire electromagnetic spectrum. To study emission and acceleration models it is essential to observe AGNs at all wavelengths from radio to gamma rays. As some AGNs show a huge variability, it is reasonable to monitor those sources over a longer period. Individual flux outbursts, in particular, can provide insights into emission processes.

To investigate the gamma-ray variability of AGNs, MAGIC is monitoring some sources over several years. For example, the radio galaxy IC 310 is monitored since its gamma-ray activity has been detected with the MAGIC telescopes (ATel #2510) in 2012. A large flare was observed [2] during a multi-wavelength campaign between 2012 November and 2013 January.

Since then, the IC 310 is deeply monitored with the MAGIC telescopes under various conditions. IC 310 is located next to the galaxy NGC 1275, which are both part of the Perseus cluster. MAGIC is either observing Perseus-MA or NGC 1257. Therefore, the offset from the camera center to IC 310 is dependent on the dataset. In the different nights, shown in Figure 1, data was taken under different conditions. To analyze the data, various moon conditions, zenith ranges, MC data and weather conditions must be taken into account.

![Figure 1: MAGIC observations of NGC 1275 and Perseus-MA from 2013 to now. The dashed lines indicates different MC periods.](image-url)
Automatic Analysis of MAGIC data

To ensure a consistent analysis of longterm observations with MAGIC, an automated analysis is a suitable solution. This is realized by a Makefile, in which all analysis steps are defined. Individual settings can be made in a .makerc file. To call MARS the python package subprocess is used.

The first step is the investigation of the data. Zenith, weather condition and moon condition during the observations are important parameters for this investigation. In Figure 2, the zenith distribution is exemplary shown for three MC periods. The data is divided into different sets depending on the environmental conditions, so that suitable off data can be created for each set. With these off data and suitable MCs, models are trained for separation and reconstruction of the gamma events. The models can then be applied to the data.

![Zenith distribution](image1)

(a) Zenith distribution in the MC period ST.03.07.

![Zenith distribution](image2)

(b) Zenith distribution in the MC period ST.03.11.

![Zenith distribution](image3)

(c) Zenith distribution in the MC period ST.03.12.

Figure 2: Zenith distribution of Perseus-MA and NGC 1275 for three different MC periods. Dashed lines are indicating the limits of MC sets.
Outlook

The next step is to include high-level analysis, like production of lightcurve and spectrum, in the automatic analysis. For this purpose, all different data sets must be merged together. To make sure that the automatic analysis corresponds to the MAGIC standard analysis, the results of the automatic analysis will be compared with the manual analysis.

Afterward light curve and spectrum can be used for long-term variability or multi-wavelength studies.
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Very long baseline radio interferometry allows the observation of distant astronomical objects with the highest resolution. This technique combines the data of several radio telescopes to achieve an effective diameter equal to the greatest baseline. Radio interferometers measure visibilities depending on the baselines between the individual telescopes. Based on their sparse distribution, much visibility space remains uncovered. This lack of information causes noise artifacts in the recorded data, which must be removed in a time-consuming analysis to receive a clean image.

With increasing data rates of modern radio interferometers, fast solutions are necessary to analyze observations in a reasonable time. One approach is the usage of machine learning techniques like neural networks. In this report, the feasibility study of reconstructing sparse radio interferometric data using convolutional neural networks is presented based on a toy dataset.

**Imaging Radio Interferometric Data**

Radio interferometers consist of several radio antennas connected to one big telescope. This technique achieves very high resolutions, as the effective diameter of the interferometer corresponds to its largest baseline. In this way, it is possible to observe the finest structures of astrophysical sources.
The data recorded by radio interferometers contain no direct information about the intensity distribution in the sky. Radio interferometers collect information in Fourier space. Every telescope pair can measure one so-called visibility per timestep, depending on the baseline between the two telescopes. By sampling data points, the visibility space of the observation is filled. The inverse Fourier transformation of this visibility space leads to an image of the observed source.

The visibility coverage of a radio interferometer depends on its layout and the duration of observation. As there is only a limited number of antennas available, visibility space always remains incomplete. This leads to a lack of information for the inverse Fourier transformation causing noisy artifacts in the image of the astrophysical source. Figure 1 visualizes this reconstruction problem.

For decades different implementations of the CLEAN algorithm [1] are used to remove these noisy artifacts. With this method, the flux of the source is cleaned iteratively from the data starting with the brightest component. Continuing until all parts of the source are cleaned, a complete model is built, which is the basis to create a clean image of the observed source. Nevertheless, the CLEAN algorithm performs slowly. Thus, its usage on big datasets is unhandy. Increasing data rates of modern radio interferometers [2, 4] require faster solutions to analyze the observations in a reasonable time. One approach is the reconstruction of radio interferometric data with neural networks.

**Image Reconstruction with Neural Networks**

A big advantage of neural networks is their ability to process images very fast. In recent years, their application on image completion tasks became more and more prominent [3, 6]. Our idea is to reconstruct the incomplete visibility space and to create the inverse Fourier transformation using a convolutional neural network. This will make it possible to obtain a cleaned image of the astrophysical source from the calibrated dataset measured by the radio interferometer.
For a first feasibility study, we use a convolutional neural network with two convolutional blocks, each followed by a max-pooling. All convolutional layers have a batch normalization and a ReLU function attached. The network ends with a dense layer to fit the image size at the output. Figure 2 visualizes the complete architecture of the neural network.

As we had no simulations of radio data by hand at the start of the analysis, we started with the MNIST dataset. Initially, it had to be prepared to become a radio interferometric like dataset. Therefore, we applied two tasks on the images of handwritten digits: Firstly, we calculated the Fourier transform of the pictures. Secondly, we sampled frequencies in Fourier space to get an incomplete visibility space using a tool to simulate radio interferometric observations. By doing this, we generate a sample of input images to train the neural network. Figure 3 specifies the input and target images. We used this toy dataset to train the model for 350 epochs with mean squared error (MSE) loss. Afterward, we utilize a test set to evaluate the training. Figure 4 illustrates the reconstruction of the incomplete visibility space for one example.
Figure 4: Visualization of the reconstruction results of the convolutional neural network. Input image (left), reconstructed image (middle) and true image (right).

Conclusion and Further Work

The results shown in the previous section indicate the feasibility of reconstructing incomplete data samples with convolutional neural networks. However, the analysis has to be adapted to the case of radio interferometric data more adequately. We plan to generate an improved toy dataset consisting of radio galaxies built of Gaussian components. This will lead to a more realistic description of astrophysical sources. Furthermore, we plan to use prior information like the PSF of the observation to improve the reconstruction. Another approach is improving the loss function to fit the problem in a better way [5].
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The overall aim of project C4 is the development of regression approaches for very large and high-dimensional data. In the course of this, the concept of Merge & Reduce – mainly known from data structures and coresets – has been transferred to statistical models. This makes the execution of both frequentist and Bayesian regression possible even when the data are too large to fit into main memory. This technical report introduces the R package mrregression containing implementations for both frequentist and Bayesian linear regression within the Merge & Reduce scheme.

1 Merge and Reduce

Merge & Reduce enables the execution of frequentist and Bayesian regression on very large data sets, e.g. when the data set does not fit into main memory. The methodology with respect to statistical models is introduced in chapter 4 of [2]. The basic idea is to read in a subset (block) of the data, to perform statistical analysis on this block of data, storing certain summary statistics of this model. Following this, models are merged (and reduced) following a tree structure. Overall, [2] proposes three merging approaches, where approaches 1 and 3 can be used in the frequentist and approach 2 in the Bayesian case. The first two approaches (1 and 2) are based on weighted means of the summary statistics (and some corrections factors). The third approach makes use of products of Gaussians recovering the OLS-estimator.
For frequentist linear regression the summary statistics include the regression coefficients and their standard errors and for Bayesian linear regression the distributions of the coefficients are characterized by the mean, median, quartiles, 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles.

2 Implementation

The R package mrregression – implemented in the statistical programming language R [3] – contains functionalities for conducting frequentist and Bayesian linear regression according to the Merge & Reduce principle as introduced in chapter 4 of [2]. The package contains two major functions, mrfrequentist and mrbayes. The functions return objects of classes mrfrequentist and mrbayes, respectively.

We start with a toy example where we are given simulated data with 50 000 observations and 50 variables. The data set is stored as the R object exampleData. The dependent variable has the column name "y". An exemplary call of mrfrequentist using this data set can be specified as follows:

R> fit1 = mrfrequentist(dataMr = exampleData, approach = "1",
obsPerBlock = 10000, formula = y ~ .)

To fit the model, we specified four arguments where dataMr is a data.frame containing the data, approach is specified as "1" referring to a weighted mean procedure for merging the individual models, obsPerBlock gives the number of observations used per block and formula the formula as known from the standard function for linear regression, lm.

By default, calling the fitted object invokes the S3 method print for class mrfrequentist. We receive the following output (here truncated):

R> fit1
Approach:
1

Model:
y ~ .

Coefficients:
(Intercept) x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

The output contains information on the approach used, the specified formula (named model) and the regression coefficients. The style of the coefficients returned follows the style the user knows from the print method for class lm.

Additionally, a summary method is available. The output contains more detailed information such as the level of the final model in the tree structure, the number of observations
the final model is based on as well as the regression coefficients and their standard errors.
Again, the output is similar to that of the method summary for class lm. Note that for approach 3, the output of the print method has the same structure. Differences arise with the summary method and the internal structure.

In the example above, the data exampleData is stored within R as an object. However, one aim of the Merge & Reduce method is to provide a method for fitting regression models when the data are too large to fit into memory at once. To that end, the package offers the alternative argument fileMr where the data are read in blockwise from, e.g. a text-file. Internally, a connection to a file is opened, lines are read with the function readLines and formatted using function fread of the package data.table [1]. This results in chunks of size obsPerBlock being read in sequentially. After creating the model and saving the summary statistics, these chunks are deleted to set free memory. Upon using the argument fileMr, more arguments that can be specified when reading in data with fread become available. These include sep, header, col.names, dec and na.strings. Note that defaults can differ from package data.table. For the sake of consistency within the package mrregression, arguments within mrfrequentist and mrbayes are always written in camelCase, i.e. colNames and naStrings.

For fitting Bayesian linear models using the Merge & Reduce scheme the package rstan [4] is employed. A basic call to fit a Bayesian linear regression with intercept to data stored as a text-file could be

\[
\text{R}> \ fit2 = \text{mrbayes(fileMr = "exampleData2.txt", obsPerBlock = 500, } \\
\text{ y = "y"}),
\]

where y is a character string with the column name of the dependent variable. Users familiar with rstan may have noticed that the arguments data and model_code from function stan are missing in the call. These are set to default values. It is, however, possible to specify ones own data within an argument called dataStan using mrbayes (this also explains the naming of dataMr). Currently, it is not possible to specify the model_code as known from rstan. Instead, the user has the choice between a default linear regression model with or without intercept.

As noted above, objects returned are of classes mrfrequentist and mrbayes, respectively. The internal structure is always a list. All internal structures contain list entries of the level of the final model in the tree structure, the number of observations (numberObs), the summary statistics, and dataHead containing the first six rows of the data of the first block. The latter entry serves as a sanity check when using the argument fileMr. Thus, the overall number of observations the final model is based on can be accessed in the following way:

\[
\text{R}> \ fit1$numberObs} \\
\text{[1] 50000}
\]
In the Bayesian case diagnostic measures for Bayesian methods are available. These can be accessed via the list entry `diagnostics` of the resulting object, i.e.

```r
R> fit2$diagnostics
```

in the above example. The diagnostic measures contain the minimal observed effective sample size on level 1 and the potential scale reduction factor on split chains – here the maximum observed value on level 1. Level 1 contains the models built directly on the blocks of data.

### 3 Summary and outlook

The R package `mrregression` allows performing frequentist and Bayesian linear regression using the `Merge & Reduce` technique as described in chapter 4 of [2]. The package offers functionality for sequentially reading in blocks of data from a file when the data set is too large to fit into main memory. Moreover, for frequentist linear regression the user can choose out of two different merging approaches. Sensible summary statistics are saved for both frequentist and Bayesian linear regression.

The package’s calculations are currently done sequentially, one block after the other. To speed up calculations it would be beneficial to parallelize computations in the future. Additionally, the class of regression models could be extended to e.g. Poisson regression as described in chapter 4 of [2]. Moreover, it could also be possible to allow the user to specify their own merge functions.
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The Flavour Tagging software package, used to deduce the initial flavour of neutral and oscillating $B$ mesons has been re-optimised until the end of 2017. A study of the reliability of a newly developed Flavour Tagging algorithm within the framework has been performed since then. Furthermore the new framework is used in a measurement of the $B_s$ oscillation frequency $\Delta m_s$ with $B_s \to D_s^- \pi^+$ decays.

1 Introduction to the LHCb Experiment

The LHCb experiment is one of the four big experiments located at the Large Hadron Collider near Geneva, Switzerland. Its main focus is the search for New Physics effects in $CP$-violating and rare decays of beauty and charm hadrons. In order to maximize the sensitivity with respect to these specialized targets the LHCb detector is built as a forward single arm spectrometer (see Figure 1).

In the collisions of protons inside the vertex locator (VELO), new particles are created and decay until they finally leave traces in the various subcomponents of the detector. These traces are hits in the tracking systems (VELO, TT, T1-T3, M1-M6), clusters in the calorimeters (ECAL, HCAL) and Cherenkov radiation in the Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors (RICH1, RICH2). To conclude on the presence of particles the information of these sub detectors needs to be reconstructed, e.g. by fits of trajectories to ensembles of hits and pattern recognition algorithms looking for clusters of energy deposition. Finally, particle candidates need to be combined to heavier particles in order to perform physics measurements on the same.
Chapter 2
The LHCb Detector

2.1 Detector layout

LHCb is a single-arm spectrometer with a forward angular coverage from approximately 10 mrad to 300 mrad in the bending plane. The choice of the detector geometry is justified by the fact that at high energies both the b- and b-hadrons are predominantly produced in the same forward or backward cone.

The layout of the LHCb spectrometer is shown in figure 2.1. The right-handed coordinate system adopted has the z axis along the beam, and the y axis along the vertical.

Intersection Point 8 of the LHC, previously used by the DELPHI experiment during the LEP

Figure 2.1: View of the LHCb detector.

The endeavour to find the particles of interest is hindered for two main reasons. Firstly, hundreds of particles are produced inside the angular acceptance which allows for a large number of combinations to be made in the reconstruction as well as the combination of particles. Secondly, the interaction rate of 50 ns / 25 ns together with the limitation on the bandwidth that can be written to disk enforces a fast reconstruction that leads to the selection of interesting events and the rejection of physically uninteresting ones. Both these points together set the frame for investigating these tasks in the context of resource limitation: The reconstruction and combination tasks can be parallelized and therefore performed faster.

2 Study of the Inclusive Tagging Algorithm

A major subset of the LHCb analyses involve studies of CP violation, which can be used to test the Standard Model of particles physics (SM). These measurements include time-dependent decay rate measurements, many of which are subject to mixing of neutral B meson states. The knowledge of the initial flavour of these mesons is therefore crucial. It is being extracted with several Flavour Tagging algorithms, which are executed after the particle-decays have been fully reconstructed. The algorithms are designed to reconstruct particles on the same-side (SS) and opposite-side (OS) of the signal B candidate. The charge information of these particles is correlated with the initial flavour of the B candidate via different weak transitions. The different types of algorithms are depicted in figure 2.

In general each algorithm aims to identify a decay product either from the OS non-signal B meson, or from a SS hadron which hadronised with the signal B meson by applying different selection criteria. The selected particles are referred to as tagging particles.
The algorithms differ in their specific decay product and selection strategies. Due to the large number of tracks which do not necessarily originate from the primary vertex, this process is error prone. The quality of the identification is therefore evaluated by calculating an overall tagging efficiency

\[ \epsilon_{\text{tag}} = \frac{N_{\text{tagged}}}{N_{\text{tagged}} + N_{\text{untagged}}}, \]  

(1)

describing the ratio of \( B \) candidates for which a tagging particle has been found within all \( B \) candidates, and the mistag rate

\[ \omega = \frac{N_{\text{incorrect}}}{N_{\text{tagged}}}, \]  

(2)

which is the rate of incorrectly tagged events or false-positive rate. The overall performance of these algorithms is usually described in terms of the tagging power

\[ \epsilon_{\text{eff}} = \epsilon_{\text{tag}} (1 - 2\omega)^2. \]  

(3)

To estimate the tagging power on untagged data, the mistag rate \( \omega_i \) is predicted on a per-event basis by different multivariate analysis tools for each individual tagging algorithm, leading to the final figure of merit for Flavour Tagging, the per-event tagging power

\[ \epsilon_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{N_{\text{tagged}} + N_{\text{untagged}}} \sum (1 - 2\omega_i)^2. \]  

(4)

A newly proposed strategy to infer the initial \( B \) flavour has been implemented together with Vukan Jevtic and Quentin Führing, using the previously reported, re-factored Flavour
Tagging software package. The Inclusive Tagger aims to defer the flavour information via a Recurrent Neural Network, trained on simulated event samples, using \texttt{keras} and the \texttt{tensorflow} backend \cite{tensorflow, keras}. It will replace the individual flavour tagging algorithms depicted in Figure 2 with a single algorithm, allowing to deduce flavour information from the correlation between the different physical processes. After a study of the interpretability of the new algorithm has been performed and reported in the previous period, the validation of the algorithm is prepared. Part of this is the calibration of the established flavour tagging algorithms on the full LHCb Run 2 data sample from 2015 to 2018 which is described in the upcoming section for a sample of $B_s \rightarrow D_s^- \pi^+$ decays.

3 Measurement of the $B_s$ oscillation frequency $\Delta m_s$

One of the key parameters of aforementioned measurements of CP violation in the $B_s^0$ system is the oscillation frequency $\Delta m_s$ of neutral $B_s^0$ mesons. To measure $\Delta m_s$, a data sample of a flavour-specific process is needed for which the decay $B_s^0 \rightarrow D_s^- \pi^+$ is a perfect candidate: The charge of the final state $\pi^\pm$ determines the final flavour of the $B_s$ meson. Combined with the flavour tagging information from previously mentioned flavour tagging algorithms, and the decay time, which can be measured with high precision in the VELO detector, the oscillation frequency $\Delta m_s$ can be measured.

A first study of the expected signal yield has been performed, which is determined to be $N_{\text{sig}} = 395\,500 \pm 700$. Furthermore a pre-calibration of the OS flavour tagging algorithms is performed. The expected combined tagging power of OS combination and SS Kaon tagger is estimated to be $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = (7.03 \pm 0.03_{\text{stat.}} \pm 0.32_{\text{syst.}}) \%$.

Together with a calibration of the decay time resolution, the expected systematic uncertainty on $\Delta m_s$ can be determined. A blind fit to data yields $\sigma_{\Delta m_s, \text{stat}} = 0.0053 \text{ fs}^{-1}$, which indicates a statistical limitation of the measurement, if similar systematic uncertainties as the previous measurement are assumed \cite{aaij13}.
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Measurement of $CP$ violation in $B^0 \rightarrow \psi(\rightarrow \ell\ell)K^0_S(\rightarrow \pi^+\pi^-)$ and $B^0_s \rightarrow J/\psi(\rightarrow \mu\mu)K^0_S(\rightarrow \pi^+\pi^-)$ decays
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The LHCb detector is one of the major particle detectors at the LHC. The main research subjects at LHCb are measurements of $CP$ violation and the search for rare decays in the decays of beauty- and charm mesons. Since $B$ mesons are mainly created in the forward region (along the beam axis), the LHCb detector is constructed as a one-arm forward-spectrometer. The LHCb detector that recorded the Run 2 dataset (2015 to 2018) that is used in this analysis is shown in figure 1. While the LHC is running, proton bunches are brought to collision in the Vertex Locator (VELO) at a rate of 40 MHz. The Vertex Locator measures the primary and secondary vertices of a proton-proton collision. The particles that are created in these collisions then traverse the rest of the detector. For physics analyses, a measurement of the particles mass and energy and charge is crucial. For this reason the LHCb detector is equipped with multiple subdetectors that measure the track hits created by charged particles traversing the detector as well as the momentum of the tracks. The tracking components of the LHCb detector are the VELO, the Tracker Turicensis (TT), which is a silicon strip detector located upstream of the LHCb magnet, the tracking stations T1-T3 consisting of an inner silicon tracker and a straw tube outer tracker as well as muon chambers. If charged particles reach these detector components, electromagnetic interactions occur and the detectors produce signals. That way, tracks can be reconstructed from multiple space-time points inside the detector. The warm LHCb dipole magnet bends tracks of charged particles and therefore allows for a measurement of the track curvature from which the track charge can be inferred. By measuring the track curvature and the track
momentum, the particles mass can be computed which is a major indicator of a particles type. The track momentum is measured by the two Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors RICH 1 and RICH 2, one is located upstream and the other is located downstream of the magnet, and they measure in two different momentum ranges. Inside the RICH detectors, particles are travelling faster than the speed of light of the RICH medium, and therefore a Cherenkov light cone is created at an angle that is directly related to the particles momentum. In the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), the energy of interacting particles is measured. Particles like electrons and photons produce showers in the ECAL medium and lose all of their initial energy in this process. This energy loss is estimated by the amount of photons that are created in the ECALs scintillating layers. Muons and charged hadrons, like pions or protons traverse the ECAL without losing a significant fraction of their energy. The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is located after the ECAL and measures the energy of hadrons that produce showers of photons and gluons. Muons generally traverse the whole detector without losing a significant fraction of their initial energy. In the muon chambers M1 to M5 the tracks hits produced by muons are measured and allow in combination with the remaining LHCb tracking components, a very precise measurement of the muon momentum.

In this analysis, the CP-violation parameters $S$ and $C$ are measured in $B^0 \rightarrow J/\psi(\rightarrow \mu\mu)K_S^0$, $B^0 \rightarrow J/\psi(\rightarrow ee)K_S^0$ and $B^0 \rightarrow \psi(2S)(\rightarrow \mu\mu)K_S^0$ decays which are also referred to as golden modes for the measurement of indirect CP violation. This is due to the fact, that higher-order decay processes like penguin decays with non-CP violating phases only add small corrections to the tree-level decay [6]. This allows for an exceptionally clean
measurement of the CP-violation parameter $S$, a constant parameterizing, in part, the CP-violating nature of weak interactions, according to the Standard Model of particle physics. In these decays, CP violation occurs in the interference of mixing, i.e. the time dependent oscillation of $B$ mesons between their matter and antimatter states $B^0$ and $\bar{B}^0$ and their decay into a CP-invariant final state. The CP-invariant final state analysed in the scope of this analysis is a charmonium state $\psi$ consisting of two charm quarks and a strange meson $K^0_S$ consisting of a strange quark and a down quark. The charmonium state $J/\psi$ is reconstructed from either two electrons or two muons, while the charmonium state $\psi(2S)$ is only reconstructed from decays into two muons. The $K^0_S$ meson is in all channels reconstructed from decays into two oppositely charged pions.

The CP-violation parameter $S$ is determined by measuring the time dependent CP-asymmetry which is defined as

$$A(t) \equiv \frac{\Gamma(B^0(t) \to \psi K^0_S) - \Gamma(B^0(t) \to \psi \bar{K}^0_S)}{\Gamma(B^0(t) \to \psi K^0_S) + \Gamma(B^0(t) \to \psi \bar{K}^0_S)} = \frac{S \sin(\Delta m t) - C \cos(\Delta m t)}{\cosh(\Delta \Gamma t) + A_{\Delta \Gamma} \sinh(\Delta \Gamma t)}.$$

In this specific decay, $\Delta \Gamma \approx 0$ and the CP-violation parameter $C$ is close to zero, and therefore measuring the parameter $S$ is almost synonymous to measuring the amplitude of the time dependent CP-asymmetry. Additionally, CP violation is measured in the U-spin related decay $B^0_s \to J/\psi K^0_S$. This measurement can be used to estimate penguin contributions in the golden modes [5].

The challenge of this analysis is therefore to select as many signal decays as possible while achieving a good background rejection, and identifying the $B$ flavour at production. Background is rejected, with the help of machine learning algorithms like boosted decisions trees. Boosted decision trees are supervised learning algorithms that are trained to separate a dataset into classes, for example signal and background events. In addition, the $B$ flavour at production needs to be determined. This is achieved by measuring the charges of particles that are created in the hadronisation of either the signal $B$ meson or the signal $B^*$’s partner-beauty hadron. This is possible since $b$ quarks are created in pairs. This is a especially challenging task which generally significantly decreases the effective size of the data sample. Hence, a huge effort is made to utilize LHCb existing flavour tagging algorithms to their fullest potential as well as developing new kinds of flavour tagging algorithms.

The final goal of this analysis is to measure the CP violation parameter $S$ in a simultaneous fit to all discussed golden modes. This is likely going to result in the most precise single measurement of the CP-violation parameter $S$ to date and the measurement precision will be comparable to the current world average. Previous measurements by LHCb that have been performed using he Run 1 dataset [2–4] are likely going to be superseded in precision.
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The main objective of our research is to get over hardware restrictions in processing capabilities due to electrical power consumption or thermal discharge constraints. Our current work aims to handle high volume scientific data on energy-efficient modern hardware clusters.

To validate our approaches, we are processing real world scientific use cases on our self-developed experimental systems. The use cases get provided by our collaboration partners of the particle physics department in the SFB876 collaboration. We aim to improve the processing efficiency from different approaches by adjusting the hardware configuration, the algorithms and the data storage patterns, while metering the execution time and energy consumption compared to existing solutions.

We are working in particular on handling large continuous event data streams, which are characterized by a enormous heterogeneity of the event complexity caused by a large variety of particles in every event. One of our approaches is to use modern hardware of different architectures to aim the event heterogeneity by placing and get the best results in performance and energy consumption at run time.

Since the last report, we worked in the SFB876-C5 on analysis on the efficiency of Tracking Algorithms used in the LHCb software framework. In our ongoing work, we made further analysis of the event structure and we are using the results to improve the energy consumption by Event-complexity-driven Machine Placement Algorithm, briefly referred as EcoMap.

Furthermore, we also cooperate in the SFB876-C3 project and analyzed the efficient processing of simulations for high energy particle interactions in the atmosphere. With a similar approach, we analyzed the process parameters and investigate parallel heterogeneous processing possibilities of this very different use case and achieved an MPI distributed approach.
1 SFB876-C5 - Particle Track Reconstruction

The LHCb project at CERN is a large and complex research project grown over the last decades. Its general scope is to explain the matter/anti-matter asymmetry. Our main topic in the SFB876 is the C5 Sub-Project, where a continuous stream of hits inside the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) is produced by the several stages of the LHCb detector, which have to be processed in real time, since there are no capabilities to store all collision events permanently with the current storage technology. The goal is to find new solutions for processing this big amounts of data with limited resources faster than it has been performed in the first run of the LHCb project and allow the physicists to make experiments with more precise decisions.

For our evaluation, we are using very different modern efficient ARM Cortex-A53 core hardware, from which we’ve constructed a 160-core cluster and we compare our execution results to a dual socket Intel Xeon E5-2695 Server with 48 virtual cores, that represents state of the art hardware. The single core performance of the Cortes-A53 cores is much lower than the Xeon cores, but these architecture provides more efficiency in energy, package size and thermal discharge. As a result, we can operate with a much higher core count under similar power constraints and process event data in a high distributed way.

Our experiments confirm our approach. One challenge of the data is the wide spread of heterogeneity of the events, which is caused by different interactions of the particles after the collision. As seen in Figure 1 and 2, the execution time per grows exponential over the number of hits in a track, tested one a single core, due to lower single core performance. On contrast, Figure 3 and 4 show the opposite effect in energy mileage, the energy on a low power core grows much lower over the event size despite the higher execution time.
2 SFB876-C3/C5 Cooperation - Atmospheric Particle Shower Simulation with CORSIKA

CORSIKA (COsmic Ray Simulations for KAs-cade) is a program for detailed simulation of extensive air showers initiated by high energy cosmic ray particles. [1]

We did several experiments and gathered process data which is statistically evaluated to find correlation between simulation parameters and the execution time of an event on our reference machine to use the perceptions for placement decisions on the most suitable hardware. Furthermore, we initially implemented a MPI supported variant of CORSIKA to the community that provides the opportunity to take sub particles of a single event from the particle stack and place them and their interactions to different heterogeneous machines in a network cluster.

Figure 3: Single Core Event Energy Mileage over Hits on Intel Xeon CPU.

Figure 4: Single Core Event Energy Mileage over Hits on ARM Cortex-A53 Low Power CPU.

Figure 5: CORSIKA Proton Shower split into Sub-Showers. Particle Shower Picture from [1].
The approach is to place either single particles or whole sub-showers on different hardware architectures, which are the most suitable for the job at the moment of processing to minimize the processing time and the energy. Single particles distribution shows a huge amount of network traffic, so the overall execution time is worse than by placing a complete sub-shower. We are working on finding the right sub-shower size together with a hardware placement decision in order to minimize the energy amount.

![Figure 6: CORSIKA 8 Execution Time of MPI Distributed Events for Different Distribution strategies.](image)

![Figure 7: CORSIKA 8 Energy Consumption of MPI Distributed Events for Different Distribution strategies.](image)

3 Conclusion and Future Work

Our experiments have shown that the ARM Cortex-A53 low power cluster has got a better energy efficiency than a state-of-the-art Xeon dual socket server system, while the Xeon Server has a better single-thread performance, the bigger number of low-power cores has an overall better execution time in all our experiments, depending on the assumption of parallelization. Moreover, there is still optimization potential of energy and time consumption by placing work at run time to the most suitable hardware. So we try to improve the EcoMaP approach to find the best trade-off between execution time and energy consumption.
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The European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) is located near Geneva at the border between Switzerland and France. There, the largest machine of the world, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is operated. At the particle detection of the LHC, the aim is to study and constrain the Standard Model (SM), the best model for particle physics at the moment, and search for physics beyond the SM, so called "New Physics". The LHCb experiment is one of the four main experiments at the LHC and study high precision measurements with b- and c-Quarks. That includes charge and parity (CP) violating decays, one of three necessary conditions to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry [4], and rare decays.

In proton-proton collisions, b quarks are produced in pairs mainly in a small cone of the beam line, and is therefore a single-arm forward spectrometer, as is shown in Fig. 1.

Closest to the beam is the Vertex Locator (VELO), which is used to identify the proton-proton collision point and the decay vertices of the produced particles with a small life time. The tracking turicensis (TT), the tracking stations (T1-T3) and the muon chambers (M1-M5) are used to reconstruct the tracks of the particles and determine the momentum with the bending of the magnet. The type of the particles is determined with the help of the ring-imaging cherenkov detectors (RICH1-RICH2) and the muon chambers. Finally the energy is measured with the calorimeter system, including the scintillating pad detector (SPD), preshower (PS), electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter (ECAL, HCAL).
The LHCb Detector

2.1 Detector layout
LHCb is a single-arm spectrometer with a forward angular coverage from approximately 10 mrad to 300 (250) mrad in the bending (non-bending) plane. The choice of the detector geometry is justified by the fact that at high energies both the $b$- and $b$-hadrons are predominantly produced in the same forward or backward cone.

The layout of the LHCb spectrometer is shown in figure 2.1. The right-handed coordinate system adopted has the $z$ axis along the beam, and the $y$ axis along the vertical.

Intersection Point 8 of the LHC, previously used by the DELPHI experiment during the LEP

Figure 2.1: View of the LHCb detector.

There are several challenges for the reconstruction of all particles. In proton-proton collisions, many particles are produced and therefore there are thousands of hits in the detector, which make it very challenging to reconstruct the hundreds of tracks, because the number of possible combinations of the hits to form a track increase quadratically with the number of hits. Another challenge is the operation time of the LHC. The proton bunches collide every 25 ns and therefore a decision to save or reject the event, a so called trigger decision, has to be done very fast. The amount of data that needs to be recorded is very large and a huge effort is made in finding ways to efficiently and safely store huge amount of data.

A measurement of time-dependent CP violation in the golden mode $B^0 \rightarrow J/\psi K^0_S$ is performed, to show the necessity of handling the data in an efficient way. The $J/\psi$ is reconstructed with two electrons and the $K^0_S$ with two oppositely charged pions. The analysis used the data collected with the LHCb detector in the second data period from 2015 to 2018, which doubles the number of signal candidates from the first period in 2011 and 2012 and increase the center-of-mass energy to $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV. The analysis from the first period is already published in [1].

Neutral mesons like $B^0$ can oscillate into their antiparticle and the analysed finalstate $J/\psi K^0_S$ is common for both mesons. Therefore a decay-time-dependent CP asymmetry in the interference between the amplitudes of the direct decay and the decay after $B^0$-$\bar{B}^0$ mixing can be measured:

$$A(t) \equiv \frac{\Gamma(B^0(t) \rightarrow J/\psi K^0_S) - \Gamma(\bar{B}^0(t) \rightarrow J/\psi K^0_S)}{\Gamma(B^0(t) \rightarrow J/\psi K^0_S) + \Gamma(\bar{B}^0(t) \rightarrow J/\psi K^0_S)} = \frac{S \sin(\Delta m t) - C \cos(\Delta m t)}{\cosh(\Delta \Gamma t/2) + A_{\Delta \Gamma} \sinh(\Delta \Gamma t/2)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, $B^0(t)$ and $\bar{B}^0(t)$ indicate the flavour of the $B$ meson at production, while $t$ indicates the decay time. The parameters $\Delta m$ and $\Delta \Gamma$ are the mass and the decay width differences
between the heavy and light mass eigenstates of the $B^0 - \bar{B}^0$ system, and $S$, $C$, and $A_{\Delta \Gamma}$ are $CP$ observables. As $\Delta \Gamma$ is negligible for the $B^0 - \bar{B}^0$ system \[2\], the time-dependent asymmetry simplifies to $A(t) = S \sin(\Delta m t) - C \cos(\Delta m t)$.

The first step in the analysis is a signal and background selection. One background component comes from wrong reconstructed particles, e.g. the $J/\psi$ is reconstructed from two random electrons and not the two electrons, the $J/\psi$ was decaying into. Another type of background are misidentified particles, e.g. one pion is in fact a kaon and built with the other pion a $K^*$ instead of the $K^0_S$, or partially reconstructed backgrounds, physical decays where one or more particles are not reconstructed, like $B^0 \to J/\psi K^*(\to K^0_S(\to \pi^+ \pi^-)\pi^0)$ where the neutral pion is lost. However, these backgrounds have different kinematical or topological properties. Therefore a cut based method on these variables is used at the beginning. Afterwards some special backgrounds are reduced as $\Lambda^0_b \to J/\psi \Lambda(\to p\pi)$, where the decay is refitted while one pion has a proton mass. Then near the $\Lambda$ mass the probability of the pion candidate to be a proton has to be under 5%. Another background is $B^0 \to J/\psi K^*(892)^0(\to K^{\pm} \pi^{\mp})$, where the kaon is misidentified as an pion. These background are reduced with an decay time requirement for the $K^0_S$ to be more than 0.5 ps due to the fact, that the $K^*$ is decaying almost immediately. Furthermore a background of $B^\pm \to J/\psi K^\pm$ is reduced, where one pion is randomly added to mimic the signal. These background are effectively reduced with a loose requirement that the pion candidate is not a kaon. The last step in the selection is a multivariate approach. A supervised learner is used, where a signal simulation is used for the signal proxy and wrong reconstructed data as a background proxy. The data is used to train a boosted decision tree (BDT) \[3\], which uses a couple of decision trees to decide for a candidate its signal likeliness. After the BDT is applied to the full dataset and determine the signal likeliness, a cut on this prediction is performed in a way, that as much signal candidates as possible survives and as much background candidates as possible are rejected.

After this huge effort to reduce the background there are still some background candidates remaining. Therefore the sFit method \[5\] is used to unfold the signal shape. That is done with a fit to the invariant mass of the $B^0$ meson. The signal and each background component is modelled with a function and then a fit to the data is performed. Afterwards the signal function parameters described the signal component very well, which can be seen in Fig. \[2\] and one obtains about 50000 signal candidates. The signal parameters are then used to calculate signal weights, which can be used to extract the signal out of all data in all variables, which are uncorrelated to the mass of the $B^0$ meson like the decay time, one of the parameters, which are needed to calculate the $CP$-parameters.
Figure 2: Massfit on selected data with the $B^0$ signal component in blue and long-dashed, the $B^0_s$ background in blue dashed, the wrong reconstructed background in green and dashed and the partial background in cyan and long-dashed-dotted. The DD indicate, that the $K_S^0$ decay after the vertex locator.
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The LHCb experiment entered an upgrade phase in December 2018, which will last 2 years. Not only the detector but also the computing farm will be changed. The planning for this started 10 years ago. A certain amount of computing power was planned to be bought by a fixed budget, but meanwhile "Moores Law died" so the plan cannot be converted. There a different solution approaches in the LHCb collaboration to reach the necessary computing power, one is the usage of GPUs.

Computing tasks can only benefit from the multiprocessor architecture of a GPU, if they are massively parallelizable. Different algorithms are running in the online farm to reconstruct the events. Most of them are independent and parallelizable. On the one hand it is the combination of hits to reconstruct the tracks on the other hand the processing of RAW information.

This report will describe the decoding of the so-called RAW banks of the SciFi tracker. These contain all information of the channels which detect a signal. The known channel IDs need to be translated to physical positions in the detector.

1 Introduction

The LHCb experiment is one of the four big experiments located at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) near Geneva, Switzerland. Its main focus is the search for rare decays and effects of CP-violation in decays of beauty and charm hadrons [1]. Due to some physical constraints in the production of b and c quarks through proton proton collisions the
LHCb detector is designed as a single-arm forward spectrometer. Over the past years the understanding of the detector and its systematical effects has reached an almost perfect level. At the moment, the most limiting factor for analyses is the statistical uncertainty. The only way to improve this is to massively increase the dataset. For this reason, as mentioned before an upgrade of the experiment is foreseen [6]. Most of the existing detector will be replaced, but the general structure of the detector will remain the same. In the Vertex Locator (Velo) the position of the primary interaction is detected. The Upstream Tracker (UT) and the SciFi Tracker also belong to the tracking system. Other components like the Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors (RICH), the Electronic Calorimeter (ECAL), the Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL) and the Muon Chambers (M2-M5) are used for the particle identification.

A major change is the new triggerless readout of the full detector with 40 MHz. This leads to a data rate of 40 Tb/s which is the input of the high level trigger (HLT) [7].

2 Details of the SciFi Tracker

Before the actual decoding part is described, some technical details of the SciFi Tracker are explained to understand the data format. In total the Tracker consists of 3 stations with 4 layers each. These layers are build out of so-called modules, which again are composed of 8 fibre mats. Each mat is connected to 4 SiPM arrays. These are connected to the so-called FrontEnd electronics (FE). An FPGA based algorithm is looking for clusters of hits. A real signal has a different
width and height than a background hit, caused for example by thermal noise. Only the information from found clusters, so-called zero suppressed data, is sent from the FE to the BE (BackEnd electronics). The BE has to pack the data from several FE boards and send it to the computing farm where the actual decoding will take place. It is important to mention that the stations have a different width, T1 and T2 consist of 10 modules, and T3 is larger with its 12 modules. This difference leads to a branching of the decoding code, which causes a significant longer runtime.

3 Status and outlook

The aim of one working group of the LHCb collaboration is to run the first Trigger stage (HLT1) on GPU [5]. The project, Allen, can be found at https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Allen. Multiple streams can send data to the GPU. Then a visitor service will load the necessary Algorithms. One of these is the SciFi hit decoding. Every data-package has a global header which contains information about the associated proton-proton collision, like a timestamp. This information is followed by detector component-specific informations, for the SciFi this are the station number, MatID etc. with these information a position in the detector is unambiguously defined. The actual numbering scheme is constant for a specific time and can be a loud as a constant in the code [8]. During the development of the decoder, the data-format was changed to reduce the needed bandwidth. The amount of Hits is no longer in the header [4]. To allocate the correct size of memory for the result vector of decoded Hits, a pre count is necessary.

Successfully a GPU version of the SciFi decoder was implemented. Also, the other parts of the HLT1 sequence are ported to a GPU based version. The sequence can now be used to compare the performance to the baseline solution, which are standard x64 CPU server. The general idea and the status are presented in an article in Computing and Software for Big Science [2]. Different GPUs were tested to optimize the throughput of data, respectively Events. Figure 2 shows these performance studies. As the decision of using GPUs in LHCb or not wasn’t taken yet, there is also no need to choose a specific GPU. It is possible to wait for the next generation ,which might have an even better cost/performance ratio. This can be expected as the performance of the sequence scales almost linear with the computing power (FLOPS) of the different GPUs.
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Figure 2: Allen throughput on various GPUs with respect to their reported peak 32-bit FLOPS performance.


